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How worldly religions relate to The Bible. 
               Issue date:  15 Nov 2007 
 
Sadly humans seem to push bothering inconsistencies out from their mind! 
However in my line of work it is ‘The Inconsistencies’ that unlock ‘The Answers’ about the true nature of ‘The 
Environment’. 
 
Thus look for inconsistencies and then reason upon these ‘apparent inconsistencies’ to discover “The Truth”. 
 
So naturally I reason upon ‘the religions of the world’ which are demonstrably mostly inconsistent with each 
other in many aspects, and thus I reason upon this to discover “The Truth” that ‘The Environment’ can deliver.  
 
From the above observation we may derive our first conclusion:- 
Conclusion: 1 

If they are mostly inconsistent with one another then they must all be wrong – but ‘one’ (and there is no 
guarantee that this ‘one’ is accurate and thus might also be wrong)! 

Based upon the assumption that if they purport to represent “The Truth” then they must be wholly accurate! 
 
Also assuming there is a God(s) (or some inspired ‘Master’) that most of these religions allude to, then assuming 
they deserve our worship, surely by return - for our guidance, we can derive our second conclusion: 
Conclusion: 2 

The God(s) (or inspired ‘Master’) left a document to improve the status of ‘the believer’ during this 
present life to enable them to reach Nirvana, Paradise, Utopia (or whatever) sometime in the future! 

Based upon the assumption that The God(s) (or inspired ‘Master’) has/(have) our best interests at ‘heart’. 
 
However we hear of examples throughout history where we have ‘the miscellaneous leaders’ consolidating their 
position over their masses, but now within a much smaller world, they try a new approach through using ‘all’ 
inclusiveness (by defusing the public’s concern of this obvious contradiction) through reasoning that all religions 
are ‘correct’ but we see different aspects of The God(s) (or inspired ‘Master’)! 
As we will see at the end of this essay there is a primary reason (being self-centred selfishness) why this lie is 
perpetuated that ultimately serves the purpose of the two sources. 
 
Now the stated conclusion 2 immediately begs another question:- 

Why is there so much pain and suffering in The World today? 
All worldly religions utterly fail to adequately answer this one – and drift off into waffle that any person can 
logically drill through to show the worthless nature of the particular religion espoused. 
However this website thoroughly explains in a logical manner precisely why there is pain and suffering within 
this world. I am most desirous for anyone to try and logically drill down through what this website proposes. 
 
Another question following on from “Conclusion 2” above would be: 

What is the future prospect of the negated “believer” of any specific religion? 
This begs a further question, based upon the assumption that The God(s) (or inspired ‘Master’) righteously 
desire(s) the best for all humans even if they are sufficiently ‘unfortunate’ never to be in the position to know of 
“The Truth” during their present lifetime. 

How does the (or any) religion perfectly righteously/equitably cover that scenario? 
Uncomfortable shuffling of feet, change the subject, or the most unrighteous and illogical mystic waffle is 
forthcoming. But I repeat, record exactly what is said and then ruthlessly drill back into their argument and they 
just melt away like ice on a sunny day! 
Thus we must ask the question: 

Why are people ardent followers of something that is quite simply rubbish when reasoned analytically? 
The answer is that the proponents of any worldly religion fall into one of two groups:- 

1. The leaders. 
2. The followers. 

 
The Leaders have a vestige interest in maintaining the status-quo – because their present worldly livelihood 
depends upon it – being all the worldly ‘goodies’ that come from their privileged position. They are now in the 
position that they do not believe what they spout (because they are most certainly quite ‘bright enough’, thus 
sufficiently elevated to see all the inconsistencies and failings within something that is obviously not “The 
Truth”) but they are actually just ‘milking the cow’ to feed their present worldly lifestyle. Thus they operate 
within a world of mutual hypocrisy along with their fellow ‘miscellaneous leaders’. 
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The Followers, on the other hand are “duped” by their leaders. I use the word “duped” very carefully. 
I use it in the sense that the followers are not prepared to thoroughly question the logic of what they believe and 
merely accept what their leaders ‘promise’ to them – based upon ‘the belief’ these leaders must ‘know’ what 
they are talking about, and from this ‘knowledge’ ‘the followers’ might get ‘a better future life’ out from the 
relative disadvantaged position they and peers might presently be within – being ‘the promise’ given to them by 
their leaders. 
Thus ‘the followers’ loyally follow whatever their ‘worldly religious leaders’ tell them. 
Thus we are able to reach another conclusion: 
Conclusion 3: 
Each worldly religion has two groupings within it. 

1. Hypocritical Leaders who feather their own worldly nest from the proceeds of what they espouse. 
However they ensure they ‘push all the correct buttons’ to make their congregations feel valued and 
part of ‘the most worthwhile’ grouping! 

2. Sincere followers who try their best to please their leaders’ desire (because it is expected by the God(s) 
or inspired ‘Master’ represented by ‘their leader’ – with ‘Big Daddy’ on their side). 
Some followers within this grouping are just one level above ‘the mass’ but do the best they can to help 
others because their natural equitable conscience drives them to do this (these ones are not what I term 
‘leaders’ – because they are not hypocrites).  But still sadly duped because they do not stand back and 
question what they ‘believe to understand’ – basically these ones are sincere – but logically wrong. 

 
Well we have a sad future for us – do we not? – If that is all there is! 

Fortunately this website www.FutureLife.Org fully explains the most logical Plan given by The Most Loving 
God, being The One Who is operating a parallel plan of righteous redemption for all humans – logically 
including all those humans who have not even heard of Him and of His most righteous qualities. 
 
However I precisely explain elsewhere why I accept The Bible as being the most accurate document in The 
World and I do not propose to go through all that here, however what I wish to do now is actually answer the 
title to this essay. 
To do this I need to set the scene of where all worldly religions sit – including worldly Christianity that most 
Christians espouse (up to 2007 CE being the point in time when this website is promoting worldwide change to 
their most errant understanding) – because basically they have refused to consider where the false teaching of 
their worldly Christian leaders actually takes us humans in the future = an utterly unrighteous future. 
I am most desirous for the very best worldly Christian theologians to contact me to defend their obviously errant 
understanding – which I shall logically dissect with The Scriptures being Yahweh’s Word and publicly show 
where their reason does not concord with Bible text stated within context.  
But I am more desirous for these “very best presently worldly Christian theologians” to humbly question their 
present errant beliefs and understanding, against what The Bible tells them without ‘the fog of doctrine’ 
clouding their thoughts and thus hiding “The Truth” from their reasoning centres!  Rather than just 
ignore/marginalise this website for the only reason as Jesus clearly tells us: “For the old wine tastes better!” 
 
So let me start to answer the title using The Bible as The Prime Standard. 
 

The scope of this document is to provide a high level road map for the reader to bolt their knowledge 
upon. I do not desire to write a massive book being the detailed compilation of my knowledge citing 
references to substantiate what I detail – I allow the reader to do that. I only present ‘the road map’ for 
the sole reason I want as many people to read this document to grasp ‘the road map’ rather than not to 
read it, put off by the shear physical bulk of documented Evidence. 

 
Let us start with a history lesson and tie things together with what The Bible states supported by the witness of 
The Environment. 
But first an aside comment on academia generally: 

I have brushed alongside and within ‘academia’, so now have a good idea how it operates. Some 
disciplines within academia are demonstrably more scientifically reputable than others. Thus from this 
ideal of testable fact, we observe other ‘less scientific’ disciplines whose practitioners choose to 
‘present a scientific façade’ to cover their more dubious ideas (= collective myths) lurking underneath. 
Thus they are putting themselves into the position of The Emperor in the old fable entitled “The 
Emperor’s New Clothes” and ultimately their dubious ideas shall be exposed as having minimal 
substance. 
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Many of those in academia are sincere to their discipline but there is that significant minority, often 
members of the more vocal groupings motivated by position/prestige/power, who only desire to 
perpetuate ‘the self’, and distort “The Truth” to suit their own desires. Thus I warn the reader: Just 
because someone has a worldly doctorate, then this does not mean they speak accurately about 
everything they speak. What it merely demonstrates is that they have a greater knowledge base upon 
which to draw - and further, more to get wrong – I have witnessed this on numerous occasions! 
I only state this – because I treat what academics say very much with ‘a pinch of salt’ (particularly 
personal opinions outside demonstrable fact) until I personally verify what they state both against 
logical reasoning and independent 1st principals – but most certainly do not rely on cited ‘reasoned 
opinionated literature’ because this is circular and very often comes from the same dubious source 
(often being outside demonstrable testable results)! 
Based upon witnessed evidence I see these vocal advocates present ‘evidence’ to merely support their 
personal opinions, but delve deep down and I realise ‘the evidence’ is just personally filtered data, 
faulty assumptions and thus their postulations to support their argument are worthless! 
But The World as a whole fawns over them, believing them to be ‘wonderful’ and ‘mighty’ people! 
But as a maverick, I rather not follow The Worldly Wisdom purely as stated, thus I am always a sceptic 
until I have personally and independently validated (audited/assayed) what has been stated either by 
speech or through the written word. 

This is all wise council for the reader to take on-board – however academia does not teach the 
student to think, but merely to be a clone of itself – else become ostracised – as examples show! 

Let me give a recent example of my maverick nature: I proposed a new design on a basic detection 
principal and the academics around me said: “Don’t do it like that because all the researched cited 
literature does it differently!  And I replied: That is a very good reason for doing it as I proposed! 

And the result? 
A new detector giving a signal to noise ratio of 5 times better than any other existing equipment in the 
world!  Further the control is simpler and these results came from the first trial run – with careful honing 
we should have a detector at least a magnitude better than anything currently made in The World. 
It is subject to several patent applications and thus I will not disclose anything further. 

 
 
Let us now view the historical picture. 
 
The Bible tells us that “humans” (= entities able to recognise deities and having moral conscience able to choose 
between edifying or suppressing their neighbour’s needs) were created some 6000 years ago. We also have 
evidence of ‘humanoids’ before this period – clearly entities that operated on ‘animal-like’ pre-programmed 
instinct without the ability to worship ‘abstract’ entities nor were they able to make moral decisions affecting 
their neighbour’s well-being consciously to the better or for the worse. 
This seems to be the obvious answer based upon all “The Evidence” that whole environment presents before us. 
I could write a book on this alone – collecting all “The Evidence” to substantiate this obvious conclusion. 
However that is not the point of this essay and I welcome someone else to take upon themselves that challenge – 
but please let me move on to answering the title. 
 
These humans rapidly grew in number demonstrating their ‘above-animal’ skills as we witness in the ‘step 
change’ given within the archaeological evidence which shows us the human separating from the ‘animal 
humanoid’ (= human prototype) existing before Adam and Eve (for the sceptic I just ask them not to dismiss this 
concept but rather, to review all “The Evidence” that This World can provide and do not filter it by irrational 
dismissal because of a precluded personal opinion) else you will miss “The Absolute Truth”. 

Could a scientist dismiss evidence from an experiment – just because they precluded the conclusion? 
Utterly ridiculous attitude - but many worldly acclaimed people do this in their life! 
So let me explain ‘The Facts’ as given within The Bible to give some background to answer the title. 
We are told in The Bible that Jesus created all life on this planet using his Father’s created Laws of Nature, thus 
(as we are told) we assign all things back to The Father (= Yahweh = Jehovah, and we are told Whose Name 
actually means:  “I (make) become what/who I chose to become” – Yahweh does not need to be defined to the 
limit of just 99 qualities as stated in the Islamic religion censoring information) – this omnificence is what Jesus 
taught us while he was within a fleshly body during his ministry period some 2000 years ago. 
We are also told that Jesus in his pre-human existence always acknowledged The Father as Ultimate Sovereign 
of The Universe, but an upstart renegade (Satan = adversary/opposer/resister [to Yahweh]) desired to assume this 
position of Sovereignty from any entity able to recognise deities (rather pointless to try and obtain it from 
animals unable to recognise deities). This occurred because we are told by The Bible that Satan desired to satisfy 
his self-presumed importance to fuel his self-indulgency, he wanted ‘The Acknowledgement’ (= directed ‘effort’ 
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of expended time away from Yahweh’s Desire) to become the worship from “The Human” capable of 
recognising Deities (being extraterrestrial intelligence). This worship comes from The Acknowledgement we 
give to his ‘methodology for existence’ being The Practice of Self-Indulgency which invariably 
impacts/suppresses/hurts our neighbour being any individual somewhere on the planet. 
However, because Satan was not ‘connected through the creation process’ (Jesus created humans through 
Yahweh’s power) then Satan had no personal empathy with humans, but merely desired them as ‘a tool’, being 
‘a means’ to satisfy/fulfil his desire to be recognised as ‘The Deity’. Basically Satan was self-centred = selfish! 
Yahweh has stepped to one side and allowed humans to fill the Earth (as He commanded) under their sovereign, 
as they (and we) personally chose during this present system of things, being their sovereign = Satan. 
The Bible tells us we are allowed by Yahweh to fulfil the desires of our hearts and in the vast majority of people 
it is to fulfil our worldly ambitions of self-promotion in whatever direction our heart passionately drives us 
(materially, power, prestige, immorality, self-indulgence, debilitating habits, etc), where we take what we desire 
effectively from our neighbour (which is exactly what Satan did – hence his sovereignty over us). This is 
especially so at international level WTO and Climate talks where the rich and powerful nations browbeat the 
weak and vulnerable. The highly skilled foreign negotiators on-mass beat down the singular representatives of 
the weak countries through hundreds of ruthless methods that I do not propose to list here so that those in the 
rich countries (I quote) “Do not need to take ‘any hit’ on their lifestyle!”  And some 10 years from now we shall 
metaphorically be able to cut the atmosphere with a knife because of the stench of pollution! 
Thus logically:- 

We are following Satan’s desire of self-indulgence, rather then fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire which means 
we put our neighbour’s interests before our own. Thus like Satan our present god, we practice self–
indulgency - therefore by default Satan become our god irrespective whether we are an atheist or 
member of some worldly religion, why?  Because we practice what he taught us – it is as simple as that! 

So as I stated because we are fulfilling Satan’s desire then he becomes our god and he is allowed to be in this 
position by Yahweh while we “fill the Earth” (as commanded by Yahweh). Yahweh has stepped to one side to 
allow ‘the fall-out’ of pain and suffering to occur within mankind that operates under this present satanic regime 
while “filling the Earth as commanded”. Thus we are learning from the results of our life (being what is now the 
1st part of our life – being The gift Jesus gave to every humans who has existed) why we should not be following 
Satan’s desire but rather we should be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire (which just means edify our neighbour’s needs 
before our own – I explain what this really means later). 
However because we are always subject to Yahweh’s Decree:- 

“In the day you sin you shall (begin to) die (everlastingly).” 
Then as we stand, we as humans have no future – we are just like animals and just face utter annihilation. 
I shall explain later how a few animals shall be righteously excluded from annihilation by logical inductive 
scriptural reasoning. 
But as I alluded to earlier – Yahweh is operating a parallel plan of righteous salvation whose key personality 
(Jesus) has already completed the key part of it. We keenly await the second stage that shall occur very soon – 
because the culmination of “the times and seasons” are pointing to it occurring very soon – just as “when the 
leaves appear on the tree then you know that spring is here” – I can see ‘the green shoots’ appearing on the 
branches now!  Thus very soon the second part of Yahweh’s most righteous plan is the resurrection into The 
Millennium period where we (= all humans from the 6000 year period) shall all be taught righteousness, and 
moreover righteous acts from all resurrected people shall be demanded of by Jesus (as “the specific god” of us) 
over a period of 1000 years. 
The Bible tells us this in paraphrase being: ‘This is the 7th day of rest – from Satan’s inept rule of 6 days’ where 
‘a day’ in this type of prophecy means 1000 years. 
 
However returning to the historical record given to us in The Evidence explained. 
Prior to “The Flood”, mankind was allowed to follow their own desires independently of Yahweh. They had a 
few instructors to teach them righteousness (examples Enoch and Noah) but the populace ignored them. Yahweh 
also allowed those ‘free thinkers’ of the ‘spirit realm’ to infect Jesus’ free thinking/reasoning ‘god-like’ creation 
(= The Human race) – only because Yahweh was filtering the ‘spirit realm’ (through allowing rebellion) relative 
to this planet. This was just phase 1 of the human race (prior to “The Flood”), phase 2 was the middle section 
post flood and prior to Jesus’ ministry and finally phase 3 is “The Gospel Age”. These three phases must occur 
during the 6000 year period (= 6 days) under Satan’s rule followed by the 7th day of (“Rest”) being The 
Millennium period under Jesus’ Rule (where we are told Jesus is The Lord of The Sabbath) where all humans 
from the 6000 year period shall be resurrected to learn righteousness in The 2nd Part of their (single) life (only 
made possible by Jesus’ Ransom Sacrifice at the end of his ministry - some 2000 years ago). 
After Adam and Eve sinned, Yahweh prophesied the salvation of the human race at Gen.3v15 where He stated 
“the enmity between the seed of Satan and the seed of the woman and it would be Satan who would become 
bruised in the head while Jesus would be bruised in the heel.” 
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Clearly Jesus only bruised in ‘the heel’ (is recoverable = resurrection from “the dead ones”) and the other (Satan) 
bruised in ‘the head’ (means death = annihilation). “The heel” represented Jesus being killed and resurrected 
(recovering from the bruise in the heel thus stumbling and ‘of hindrance’) and bruising of “The Head” 
representing Satan where he shall be utterly constrained by Yahweh’s Power at some point in the future, and 
therefore relative to us humans, Satan will be effectively annihilated – the ‘head bruising’ being unrecoverable. 
We understand that Satan desired to logically break this prophecy and the best way he knew was to try and infect 
the human race with spirit creatures so that “the woman” (always means in prophecy “an entity giving birth = 
fruition to Yahweh’s Desire”) would not be perfectly Adamic (being a creation just from Jesus), but rather a 
hybrid of Jesus’ creation and Yahweh’s creation – thus breaking the prophecy and inhibiting Yahweh from being 
successful in Human salvation and further, what would initiate Satan’s personal demise. 
The Bible tells us this in Gen.6v1-5 where these spirit entities’ chose to operate in human form. This may have 
been performed by them impregnating their personalities into certain compliant humans, thus to become 
incorporated within human bodies and produced progeny termed ‘giants among men’ being called Nephilim (not 
giants in height, but rather mental capabilities – “Knowledge is power”) and they created chaos, pain and 
suffering within The World. There were no ‘policemen’ enforcing ‘The Law’ from Yahweh – thus they had free 
reign – we see what occurs in society today when law and order is not maintained. 
Yahweh and Jesus regretted/{had remorse towards} what had occurred within what was initially “a good 
creation” – inasmuch it had fulfilled The Design Criteria. 
Noah and his family of seven others, was deemed righteous by Yahweh and thus given a period of 120 years 
(Gen.6v3) to warn those alive by preaching to The World at that time of an impending disaster that would 
terminate their life. During the last 60 years or so, Noah and his family constructed an enormous boat called The 
Ark that would become theirs (and our) salvation. 
“The Flood” came and “Covered the Mountains of The World” which by allegory means (using Bible language 
to be translated as) “Covered the Authorities of mankind” – Please see glossary located on www.FutureLife.Org  
Thus “The Flood” did not cover the tall physical mountains, but rather covered ‘the pollutant upon the earth’ 
being the Nephilim as “the authorities” despoiling the Earth being the whole point of Yahweh’s expressed desire. 
Most worldly people today disregard “The Flood” as a myth. 
However:- 

1. Jesus existing at the time (in a heavenly/spiritual/celestial body), witnessed it and specifically spoke 
about it during his ministry (for those worldly Christians who seem to ignore what Jesus declares)! 

2. Most civilisations in The World have ‘a flood’ narrative within their folk-law (see why later). 
3. Scientists have noticed a mitochondria bottle neck in the DNA of humans that point to a Flood-like 

catastrophe in our history. The only difference is in timing, but based upon only what they know today! 
(Please take note of my comment earlier on academia generally – basically they were not there and their 
imagination runs on mere opinions based upon perhaps errant extrapolation of changing data!). 

Now we come to our side of “The Flood” where human numbers built up again in the land then called Shinar to 
become Babylonia, now know to us as Iraq. 
This became the first city built on seven hills, the next was Jerusalem, then Rome and finally Istanbul (initially 
known as Nova Rome, then Constantinople before finally being called Istanbul). 
Babylon being the centre of the first new civilisation after “The Flood” is obviously where the new religions 
took hold on the people, and in The Bible the word “Babylon” is always synonymous with all forms of worldly 
religion (that Yahweh terms as false religions based upon Babylon, originally was “Babel” meaning 
“Confusion”). 
It was during this period that the first world religion became established – Hinduism. 
The reason why this becomes the first world religion is because it was created upon the warnings given by 
Noah: 

“Do not follow Satanic ways, because this is what occurred to the human race, and God’s reason for 
The Flood was to destroy the contaminated human race. Thus do not repeat this foolishness again!” 

That is why the Hindu religion has a mixture of multiple gods mixing in with human affairs – because that is 
precisely what occurred earlier and why Yahweh brought on “The Flood”. 

So what was originally given as a warning, became skilfully twisted into what became the first world 
religion – Satan is a master of deception! 

A human world leader at the time, called “Nimrod”, was evil/malicious/harmful/hurtful and became “a hunter of 
men” (rather like today where some human leaders go out to fulfil their own desires by harming and killing other 
humans using their armies). He also built the tower “Babel”, though claimed today it was “Nimrod elevating 
himself to be nearer to God” (as “The Gateway to God”), was in actuality a means to escape a possible second 
Flood (but this is never explained in worldly Christian circles) and thus adds succour to my understanding of 
what “The Flood” really covered (certainly not physical mountains)! 
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However Yahweh broke this civilisation by causing them to disperse throughout the Earth, by the creation of 
many languages, and the people consequently took their versions of different religions based upon Hinduism 
with them that evolved into what we see around the world today – being polytheism in all its guises! 
It is because of this common ancestry why most societies have “a flood” narrative within their ‘folk-law’. 
 
However Yahweh was still operating His Redemption Plan for all the humans that had existed and were to exist 
during the next 4000 or so years into the future (being up to our present day). 
Time moved on, to the point where Yahweh was able to see in Babylonia a righteous and very wealthy 
individual named “Abram” the prospect of His Plan being fulfilled to redeem the human race and make their life 
now to become a 2 stage existence, the 1st part of a human’s life now under Satan’s regime where we are 
commanded to “fill the Earth”, and the 2nd part during The Millennium when we all are resurrected to learn 
righteousness (and then individually become the subject of continual assessment upon our ability to practice 
what we have been taught). 
Abram lived in the city called ‘Ur of Chaldean’ located between the deltas of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers 
(southern part of what is now Iraq). Yahweh communicated to him explaining these were false gods being 
worshipped around Abram and that ‘He’ Yahweh was The Single Omnipotent God of The Universe. Further, He 
also had a mission for Abram to become a leader of great Nations and through one nation ‘The Salvation of The 
World’ would come. In faith/fidelity/assurance Abram left his magnificent home and became a nomad living in 
tents with his entourage, living on “The Promise” given to him by Yahweh (The content of this sentence is a 
very important concept to mentally retain being an allegory of what is occurring now). 
Abram stayed with his father for a few years and upon his father’s death then became the first male circumcised, 
to be renamed “Abraham” which means “The Loving Father” and thus becomes in The Bible archetypical of 
“Yahweh”. We also read “Sons of Abraham” in The Bible to mean in actuality the 144000 sons of God 
(thoroughly explained elsewhere on this website – being more very important concepts to remember). 
Abraham then moved south aiming for his promised land Canaan (now Israel and more important allegoric 
concepts to grasp hold upon) which he would never achieve as a physical inheritance in his lifetime (being 
merely a sojourner in it), but this was archetypical of The Millennium, where The Land (= The World of 
Humans) is given to the 144000 Sons of God (taken out from The Gospel Age period). This is all meticulously 
explained elsewhere in this website where the 144000 True Christians are living on The Promise during The 
Gospel Age of their inheritance, being of The New World). 
Thus we reason that The True God of The World, being Yahweh moved from Babylonia to The Promised Land 
through whom “The Promise” was given – being now Abraham. 

Thus Abraham became The Representative of The Single God in his time - this is an important concept 
to understand for later reasoning. 

Abraham has an encounter with Melchizedek being the High Priest of “Salem” (later to become “Jerusalem” = 
“The City of Peace”) as Paul explains in Hebrews chapter 7 (See “Jerusalem”, “Zion” in Glossary). 
I much amplify Paul writings within his letter (see NT Translation on www.FutureLife.Org ) to show the 
incredible archetypical events and similes that gives me The Assurance that Yahweh God exists and is 
coordinating this parallel salvation plan of Redemption. 
No human could first dream it up, nor secondly implement the miraculous events that have unfolded throughout 
time – I have lived long enough in my 50 years to see the absolute mess all humans create even when they try to 
work ‘any plan out’ correctly ‘over any period of time’!  
 
After reading the support scriptures, the reader will soon come to the conclusion that True Christianity (not 
worldly Christianity as commonly preached and practiced within The World) as being explained here on this 
website is forming a distinct foundation, being the backbone of harmonised structure that can be ‘fleshed out’ 
later. And yet there is just so much more to add to this wonderful knowledge that makes all worldly religions 
pale into very much inferior ‘copies’, put out by Satan for the sole reason to oppose Yahweh by confusing 
(Babel/Babylon), deceiving and thus pulling humans away from knowing about “The Absolute Truth” (and thus 
knowing how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of them)! 
 
Abraham’s first son was to his handmaid (not of ‘The Family’ another important allegory to typify Adam later 
followed by Jesus), But this son Ishmael formed as prophesied, a great nomadic nation to become the Arabian 
nation. Later becoming added to by Abraham’s grandson Esau, whose twin brother was Jacob to be renamed 
“Israel” being “The Heir to The Promise”. 

Please read “Old Israel” and “New Israel” in the Glossary. 
Abraham’s only son to his wife Sarah (half sister [mimics Mary as half of the DNA and the other from God] 
and thus part of ‘The Family’) was called Isaac and he typifies Jesus Christ who brings in The New Israel of 
144000 during The Gospel Age which was typified by “Jacob” becoming “Israel” the forebear of The Old Israel 
– (being part of ‘The Family’ of God). 
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Can the reader see how absolutely stupendous is the archetypical events mirrored throughout history 
that no human could possibly conceive?  - Let alone, even to manipulate! 

Paul covers this in his letter, located at the end of Galatians chapter 4 located in NT Translation. 
Abraham as The Loving Father (= Yahweh) was assayed by Yahweh to sacrifice his son Isaac (typifies Jesus 
Christ) – see Gen.22v1-22. Thus Abraham took his son on a journey to a place called Moriah being a desolate 
hill upon which to sacrifice his son Isaac (typifying Jesus) to Yahweh. This place Moriah is now known as “The 
Dome of the Rock” being where The Israelite Temple stood earlier and thus the place where Jesus’ death 
sentence was planed and executed by the Pharisees some 2000 years later. Yahweh replaced Isaac with “a 
perfect he-lamb” (ram) caught by its horns in a nearby thicket, and likewise later The Passover was the best lamb 
each family could provide, and finally Jesus was known as “The Perfect Lamb” subject to several hundred 
earlier Bible prophecies. Jesus was accepted by Yahweh as “The Covering”, being “The Atonement of human 
sin” during what will now become the 1st part of our life. 

The 2nd part of our life becomes our resurrection into The Millennium. 
Thus continues just the merest few of the allegories throughout some 2000 years of time – I explain many more 
elsewhere on this website www.FutureLife.Org !  
 
Now a very potted down history of the Old Israelite Nation – which does not do justice to the many 100’s of 
prophecies being made and then fulfilled 100’s and 1000’s of years later that I shall cover in another (and shall 
have to be a very large) document. 
 
Date BCE  Incident.   Importance 
(+/- 5 years.) 
1940  Abraham leaves Ur  430 year prophecy to the giving of the 10 Commandments 
1920  Birth of Isaac    True heir and beginning of 450 year prophecy of Canaan. 
1860  Birth of Esau & Jacob  Birthright for The Israelite Nation 
1760  Jacob named Israel  To become The Ancient Worthy and namesake to the 12 tribes of Israel 
1730  Jacob and 11 sons go to Egypt The 12 tribes of Israel united in Egypt for the tribulation and later Exodus. 
1600  Egypt becomes world power This becomes the 1st named power that dominates Yahweh’s people (Rev.17v9-10) 
1595  Birth of Moses   To become the leader of the Israelites out of slavery 
1555  Moses kills an Egyptian   Moses offers himself as the people’s deliverer – but must flee for safety. 
1515  Moses at the burning bush  Yahweh makes Himself known and instructs Moses to begin his commission. 
1510  10 plagues and then 1st Passover Israelites leave bondage and move out to the promised land (many allegories here). 
1509  10 Commandments given  The Law was given and The Tabernacle instituted – Yahweh ‘dwelt’ with them. 
1470  Israelites enter Canaan  After 40 years in the wilderness they enter The Promised Land (more allegories here). 
1465  Major conquests completed Canaan becomes subdued under The Israelites, greatly assisted by Yahweh. 
1115  Saul becomes the 1st king  Saul was demanded for by the people – against Yahweh’s advice through Samuel. 
1070  David become king of all Israel Yahweh’s accepted 1st noble (fleshly) king of Israel whose seed shall be Jesus Christ. 
1030  Solomon becomes king  Solomon (David’s son) allowed by Yahweh to build The Temple. 
1000  Kingdom becomes split  Beginning of the Israelites rebelling against Yahweh’s statutes and becoming worldly. 
800-650  Isaiah & Minor Prophets  Give many prophecies about Old Israel, Jesus’ birth, The New Israel, The Millennium. 
605  Babylon enslaves Israelites Temple destroyed and Israelites taken to Babylon. 
600-535  Ezekiel/Daniel & Minor Prophets Give many prophecies about Old Israel, Jesus’ birth, The New Israel, The Millennium. 
535  Babylon falls to Medes/Persians The fourth world power taking Babylon as thoroughly prophesied by Isaiah earlier. 
535  Decree of Cyrus to rebuild Temple Cyrus being told it was all by prophecy, and Cyrus recognised Yahweh as Supreme. 
535-455  Ezra/Nehemiah & Minor Prophets Give many prophecies about Old Israel, Jesus’ birth, The New Israel, The Millennium. 
455  Jerusalem’s Walls been rebuilt Daniel’s prophecy of 70 weeks of years to the time of Jesus’ ministry/death commences 
330  Greece becomes 5th world power As fully prophesied 200 years earlier by Daniel including the ruin of it later. 
65  Rome becomes 6th world power All this was prophesied by Daniel from Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream (Dan.2 onwards) 
0  Birth of Jesus   Mankind’s Redeemer. The place and time fully prophesied by the prophets beforehand. 
CE 
30  Jesus’ Ministry commenced Became ‘The Word of Yahweh’ preaching of “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”. 
33  Jesus’ murder   Became ‘The Ransom Sacrifice for The World’ to balance Yahweh’s Decree on Sin. 
33  Jesus’ resurrection 3 days later Became The Only Begotten Son of God from a fleshly body into a spiritual body. 
33  Jesus’ ascension 40 days later Became the dispenser for Yahweh’s Holy Spirit into 144000 human faithful stewards. 
36  Baptism of Cornelius   Yahweh’s favour had now moved from The Jews to include The Gentiles equally. 
36-2000+ a bit The Gospel Age   Yahweh is collecting His future 144000 humans to become His future Sons. 
2000+ a bit + The Millennium starts  144000 Sons of God with Jesus shall teach righteousness to the resurrected humans. 
 
An aside: 
Yahweh was using The Israelites for several parts of his plan. 

1. A vehicle of 100’s of prophecies located in The Old Testament and fulfilled actions to deliver Jesus as 
“The Saviour to The World”. 

2. To typify “The New Spiritual Israel” to be made up of 144000 True Christians taken from The Gospel 
Age (to become “The Temple” = learning about Yahweh, within “The New Jerusalem” = Yahweh’s 
Organisational Authority = ‘The Capital City’ to create Peace within The world during The 
Millennium). 

3. Because of [2] being separate from The World of Satan (during The Gospel Age and obviously during 
The Millennium) then old Israel must be separate and away from The World (of selfishness). There 
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must be no worldly contamination of and within them and that is precisely why the Israelites had to 
destroy everything in their path during the conquest of Canaan, so that they before Yahweh had no 
excuse for failing (they could not blame anyone else) – when they took up their new land (which 
typifies The Millennial Expectation of those in [2]). 

4. That is why Yahweh promised to be with The Old Israelites and guide them, because it was to show His 
faithfulness to the 144000 of The Gospel Age as originally founded by Jesus becoming “The Head of 
his body (of 144000)”. 
But if the Old Israelites failed Yahweh’s Desire in anything; then Yahweh would strike the offenders 
out of “His Representatives here on Earth” (because that is what the old Israelites were) as The Bible 
tells us on several occasions when specific groupings and families did their own thing in direct 
contravention to what Yahweh stated. Jesus also tells us this by his Father pruning The Vine being ‘The 
Body of Christ’ built upon Jesus as ‘the rootstock’. 

5. The double edged sword of [4] is equally applied to “The Christian Nation” (as “The Dispersion” being 
within all the nations of The World) of The Gospel age which the Old Israelites symbolically 
represented, to become as a warning to those who desired to take upon themselves the role of 
representing Yahweh’s Interests here upon The Earth. 

6. Item [5] is far more serious to the representatives here upon the Earth now (= worldly Christian 
Leaders) during The Gospel Age for two reasons:- 
6.1  They have been warned by example what occurs to those who contravene Yahweh’s Word and thus 
have no excuse before Yahweh. 
6.2 While those of Old Israel who were summarily executed by Yahweh both in the wilderness and in 
Canaan shall be resurrected into The Millennium to learn from their mistakes, but what of worldly 
Christian Leaders now and those who learn to know of Yahweh in His new society of The Millennium? 
We are told on numerous occasions that Jesus only died the once – being “a once only covering” of 
what we have done during our past life (the 1st part of our life when we chose to operate within The 
World under Satan’s jurisdiction/methodology). When we know of Yahweh’s Desire (just as The Old 
Israelites did) and then go against it, we shall then not die the 1st Death (as the old Israelites, for it to be 
just “asleep”) but it will then be The 2nd Death of annihilation and thus have no future Expectation of 
The Resurrection after our death. And those after resurrection into The Millennium displaying no 
expectation in the viability of the future utopia and thus choose to alienate themselves from it by their 
actions. 
          Can the reader see the righteous symbolism in how everything so carefully interlinks? 

7. Further note from [6] how the period of The Israelites in The Wilderness = the period of The 
Expectation that the Old Israelites had of Canaan – just as The Christian Nation now should have of 
The Millennium through works expressing their sincere belief (faith = knowledge/fidelity/assurance). 
But as we read the vast majority did/do not, either in The Old Israelite Nation for Canaan nor The 
Christian Nation for The Millennium (which is precisely why Jesus came to teach of Yahweh’s 
Acceptable year and why Satan does not want it preached now)! 
Which is precisely why it is not preached now by worldly Christian Leaders! 
      I ask the reader when did they hear of worldly Christian leaders preach what this website espouses? 
However when we are within The Millennium then also there will be those humans who shall be 
permanently cut off by The 2nd Death of annihilation just as they were archetypical people in Canaan 
when they rejected Yahweh’s instruction. 
All this substantiates precisely what this website claims – that humans shall not be lined up at the 
resurrection on a single ‘human day’ of judgement to immediate life or death (as preached by false 
worldly Christianity), but rather all humans shall be given life (to become the 2nd part of their life) and 
then allowed to learn what righteousness is all about. Those who rebel and thus demonstrate iniquity 
(enjoying fulfilling selfish desires when they know “The Absolute Truth”) shall be destroyed to utter 
annihilation only after being judged upon their life (= Greek for “crisis time” to make the correct 
decision) comprising of what becomes two parts through Jesus’ action.  
This is what Rev.22v9-16 tells us in a general overview of this period of time. 

 
In parallel to this most righteous plan of salvation orchestrated by Yahweh, The World had many religions 
springing up from Babylon being spawned out of the original Hindu common stem of multiple gods, (speaking 
of the major examples at the time) being the Greek gods, Roman gods and the Buddhist religion being slightly 
deviant inasmuch it promotes “The Self” being able to achieve Nirvana, but all the various stages are there 
within it. 
Obviously atheists know this is utterly impossible and totally illogical (as I very carefully explain elsewhere) but 
also a True Christian knows this is absolutely impossible, and Jesus even warns against the Buddhist religion 
(not by name), but by the action of a foolish person sweeping their mind clean of ‘the world’ and leaving it 
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possibly open to attack by demonic forces (because they have no understanding to repel these ‘innocent’, but 
devastating attacks). 
 
Basically all these worldly religions are having ‘their day’ during Satan’s 6000 year control of this present 
worldly system by swallowing up deluded humans within worldly myths originating from Satan trying to oppose 
Yahweh’ Desire throughout time. This becomes almost like ‘a game’ to Satan - with humans as ‘the pawns’ who 
choose to follow their own worldly standards normally satisfying their selfish needs of self-indulgence = 
imitating Satan. Thus Satan becomes our god because we are imitating his standards, but as pawns, those of us 
who strive to get to the acceptable ‘end rank’ in humility shall be ‘crowned with authority’ ready for the ‘end-
game’ in The Millennium to vanquish Satan’s grip on humanity. 
However about 4000 years into human existence, Yahweh was still working His parallel plan of salvation to 
righteously cover all humans. This was performed by Jesus’ personality and reasoning faculties becoming 
transferred by Yahweh’s power, from Jesus’ heavenly/celestial/spiritual body into a fleshly corruptible body 
(that if the “reasoning personality” of Jesus sinned – being ‘the essence’ that made/defined humans “like us” 
[Gen.1v26] then Jesus would become entrapped within the corrupted fleshly body until he died (as did the 
rebellious angels prior to “The Flood”) – from which there would have been no return) thus Jesus successfully:- 

1. Set “The Gold Standard” of righteousness for which all humans are to imitate during:- 
1.1 The Gospel Age to become Sons of Yahweh God. 
1.2 The Millennium to become sons of Jesus and his Bride (being those of 1.1). 

2. Provided The Ransom Sacrifice (being Jesus’ Underserved Gift) to the whole of mankind to save them 
from The Adamic Sin which resulted in ‘The Curse of Death’ making us all “a slave to Satan”. 
This enables Yahweh to righteously before His (never to be repealed) Edict on Sin to resurrect all 
humans into a perfect body but still capable of being corrupted.  

Thus we are able to reason that those 144000 humans of item 1.1 above shall have proved/assayed themselves to 
‘The Golden Standard’ set by Jesus being that they have now seen ‘The Golden Standard’ to emulate while 
existing within Satan’s world where they were/are persecuted for nothing more than imitating Jesus’ Lifestyle. 
The 144000 True Christians have completely avoided everything that pertains to this present world being the 
politics that Satan desires to draw humans into – so that humans generally can all be involved in “the melting pot 
of deception” all for self-indulgent reasons (under the cover of: “It is for a ‘good’ cause”). 
But for a leader (either political, commercial or religious) to operate within this present world then they must 
operate within its worldly standards which twists the synapse construction from operating in the purity that 
Yahweh Demands within His leaders/representatives during The Millennium. 
But rather this world under Satan’s inept management style creates a synapse construction operating upon 
deception, lies, machination, intrigue that promotes self pride, glorification, prestige and the worldly ‘goodies’ 
that a leader can gain from this present world – which is the reason why they cling to power – as we just so 
clearly witness!  
Further, being a leader in this present world, consumes his/her time from the primary work being what Jesus told 
us in Mark.1v38 and Luke.4v19: “For it is my Father’s business that I preach of The Lord’s Acceptable Year” 
and that we must display The Fruits of The Spirit (as Paul told us) – so obviously that is ‘The Golden Standard’ 
that we must copy!  Especially as Satan is doing such ‘a wonderful job’ in suppressing that knowledge today! 
Then humans listening to this message will know ‘where they are heading’ and naturally all the good things will 
come from that accurate knowledge base – because at present they have not the faintest clue based on the most 
dismal efforts of the worldly Christian Leaders! 
That is why this website www.FutureLife.Org is working so hard to promote Yahweh’s Word to The World. 
And we are able to further reason that those humans operating in item 1.2 who are still being blinded by Satan’s 
machinations/cunningness of basic deception during the 1st part of their lives till their 1st death (= “asleep”) 
through the world’s religions including the very worldly Christianity (also atheists believing in their ‘religion’ of 
“General Evolution” are equally deceived being only based upon the fact of mIcro-evolution) shall all have an 
opportunity to come to know and understand ‘The Golden Standard’ in The Millennium. Thus under Jesus’ very 
tight protective covering of his Ransom Sacrifice that perfectly covers each one of us on an exact ‘like for like’ 
basis, then The Almighty God Yahweh chooses not to see the former sin of the 1st part of our life during what is 
to become the 2nd part of our life (that on an individual basis, may continue for an eternity or end in The 2nd 
Death of annihilation at any time) when we are continuously judged on our whole life (which is precisely what 
The Bible tells us). 
It is so very important that the reader fully understands exactly the full implications of that earlier statement. 
When realisation of the enormity of the ‘big wheels’ that are moving around us and the utter righteous nature of 
how this most wonderful plan is unfolding and that we are right at the very end of Satan’s system with The Day 
dawning, having Jesus as “The Morning Star” coming so very soon to usher in The Millennium – it makes me 
feel quite emotional as I write this! 
(I explain all these concepts elsewhere on this website). 
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However moving on, based upon the structural evidence of the unfolding plan then:-  
We are thus able to understand from assuming as The Bible tells us that Yahweh = Whose Name means: 

“I (make) become what/who I choose to become.” 
Then Yahweh has infinite (relative to us) power to do as He pleases and thus is perfectly able to recreate us 
humans into the 2nd part of our lives provided that He does not in The Culmination logically contradict His own 
Edict. 

Which clearly He does not contradict His Edict over our 2 part life provided we fully fulfil ‘The Golden 
Standard’ as set by Jesus – because it was Jesus who covered our sins (in the 1st part of our life) on an 
individual, exact like-for-like basis before Yahweh’s Edict (and Yahweh shall enforce His Edict 
throughout all time). Yahweh does not desire disorder operating within His Universe – thus we must 
imitate Jesus in the 2nd part of our life to survive! 

 
So we understand those religions outside Jesus have absolutely no credibility and have nothing to logically 
justify the return of any human because it certainly is not possible through anything that we can do personally! 
I am exceedingly desirous for the most eminent representative of any of these worldly religions to contact me by 
the given email route on this website to logically disclose the operational crux of their religion to me which I 
shall naturally make public to the rest of the world on this website when I critically examine their defence! 
However the worse culprits are those leaders who are nearest to “The Truth” and are grossly misrepresenting it 
to their congregations for the leaders’ own self-indulgence. They are the ones who as The Bible clearly tells us, 
who “shall be gnashing their teeth” by being excluded from Yahweh’s Personal family (thus they have 
personally chosen to cast themselves into darkness = away from Yahweh’s light of Truth). It shall be this ‘dawn 
of realisation’ when it hits them just after their resurrection that they were so very close to becoming a Son of 
God (only because they had “The Absolute Truth” right in front of them) but they were in actuality so far away 
because of their works (driven by their synapse construction) in not truly imitating Jesus’ lifestyle. They had 
their opportunity during the 1st part of their life – but they just ‘blew it away’ when it was in their hand – and 
when in The Millennium there is no going back to get what they could have so easily grasped! 
What is Satan’s Aim?:- 
 

Quite simply:  
 “To Oppose Yahweh’s Desire”   (This is the definition of the name “Satan”). 

(Please see “Satan’s Desire” in Glossary where I expand this to cover precisely what is occurring now!) 
 
This concept must be thoroughly understood by the reader. 

So what does this precisely mean? 
And how will this be witnessed within our lives? 

Satan will use every possible means to distort and twist “The Truth” emanating from Yahweh on this Earth as he 
has been constrained to act only within this earthly domain by Yahweh’s Power (so that he is unable to pollute 
other sectors – this planet has shown his motive being one of rebellion – and that is where his influence stays). 
When Satan desired worship from the only creation on this planet able to recognise him as a deity by imitating 
his principals within their life, then he grasped it to become his domain prior to “The Flood”. Other entities 
chose to imitate this ‘lead renegade’ – who ‘seemed to be getting away with it’ and thus they partook in 
despoiling Jesus’ creation on this planet – for their own self-indulgent reasons. 
From Yahweh’s vantage point, this rebellion exposed those entities within the ‘celestial realm’ being ‘Who was 
for Yahweh’, and ‘Who was for Satan’ – then Yahweh removed their fleshly body to operate within at The Flood 
(they could then not operate – see essay entitled “What is a soul?” and “Soul”, “Demon”, “Spirit” in Glossary). 
Because a redemption plan had to be put into motion after “The Promise” given at Gen 3v15 Yahweh has 
allowed the Earth to become full of humans, while His righteous “Total Package” of “The Redemption Plan” 
comes to fruition through the next 4000 years. Satan is fully aware of the situation (being the dire nature of his 
position) but as a despot is trying to drag as many humans in after him – which is one reason, why he is putting 
out so much misinformation and propaganda about within The World in the form of worldly religions to disguise 
Yahweh’s real Plan of Salvation. The second reason – because it is his only and thus last option, being that 
Yahweh has made a pronouncement that 144000 True Christians must be taken out of The Gospel Age before 
Satan is restrained. Satan knows Yahweh is unchanging and thus it is in Satan’s interests to stop this figure of 
144000 from occurring – and will use anything to drag people away from seeing any reason to imitate Jesus in 
their lifestyle. 
But the greatest trick is to make people think they are imitating Jesus when quite clearly they are not! 
Because of this deception then humans do not improve themselves and thus are not able to achieve Yahweh’s 
Standard to actually imitate Jesus’ lifestyle ‘as best as we are able’ – and thus this number of 14400 is not 
achieved!  Consequently Satan is still allowed to roam freely and not to be constrained – which he shall be 
constrained when The Millennium comes into being.  So he is trying to put off this day for as long as possible! 
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I ask the reader this question:- 
How would you entrap someone into your way of thinking? 
(Which in this instance is to turn people away from recognising Yahweh’s Desire of peoples’ personal 
salvation). 

So what would YOU do? 
1. Put out good ‘sound-bites’ as lures. For example: ‘Love everyone’. ‘Help everyone’. ‘Be kind to one 

another’. (But Jesus told us to examine the fruitage – are people actually fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire?) 
2. Become diverse to grab more people. For example: Bring out different religions/ideas/concepts. 
3. Allow people to follow divergent ideas and then entrench them within the group (= “group association”) 

For example: Get mass groupings/pilgrimages/{different forms of religious works/practices/clothing}  
4. Allow these groupings to draw from the Earth’s resources materially/human/emotionally. For example: 

set up edifices that perpetuate the leaders’ positions/pension, support the lower minions with 
material/spiritual welfare/doctrine. 

5. Any grouping that becomes too near “The Truth”, then fragment them to ‘divide and rule’. 
For example: The Christian religion with some 20,000 separate denominations/concepts. 

6. Any individuals who are trying to demonstrate Christ-like qualities then remove them. For example: 
Apostles, William Tyndale, and people leaving some religions to become Christians (when they know 
beforehand of the hostility that shall inevitably befall them after conversion). 

And this is all precisely what we witness within The World today! 
Satan most certainly does not desire Yahweh’s plan of Salvation to be known – so Satan will use every possible 
means to frustrate “This Plan” from being known to The World as a whole. 
Satan will use the umbrella of his organisation (= “The Worldly System” consisting of religion, politics and 
commercialism) covering the whole world to suppress and cover Yahweh’s Plan from being known. 

I ask the reader: “When have they heard of Yahweh’s Plan as given on this website preached to them?” 
What worldly religion is actually explaining the step by step fulfilment of Yahweh’s Plan to give logical, 
righteous credibility to it, so that this knowledge can bring all people to entrust upon Yahweh? 
If the religion is not doing that very thing – why would Yahweh desire to support it? 

Before 2007 I suggest only a very few people knew about God’s Righteous Plan but let us look at history. 
It was obviously preached in the 1st century (because John tells us in 94 CE of “the last days” then, where he 
could see people falling away from “The Truth” as given to them). 
Then the complete knowledge of “The Truth” virtually disappeared when it became taken over by Roman 
Catholicism being part of The Roman Empire and ‘enshrined as doctrine’ in 325 CE at Nicea contained within a 
language that most humans could not read nor understand. 
It started to show itself again 1850 to about 1890 in Christian ‘splinter groups’ who where independently 
studying and searching The Scriptures, then Satan quashed that through “The Modern Enlightenment Period” of 
the 1900’s, and it entered a further steep decline ever since Satan has pushed forward another false concept of 
Macro-evolution based upon The Truth of ‘designed-in’ Micro-evolution by The Creator to create the variety we 
witness as fact running along ‘a branch/stem’. 
Then to slide in western materialism that technology gives and worldly values (of self-indulgence) to fracture 
and pull down society even faster – all counter to The True Christian message to put your neighbour’s welfare 
before your own!  Sadly we see the fallout of this in succeeding generations. Where the previous generation 
lured towards the self-indulgence that western technology has given us onwards since the 1960’s to the detriment 
of succeeding generations. Essentially the adults in ‘deficient families’ have not committed/dedicated their life to 
the welfare of their children at that essential young age of 0 to 7 years (where it is claimed that the Jesuits stated: 
“Give me a child to 7 and I shall give you the man”). After this age a child is unlikely to respect their parents if 
they have been neglected in their basic needs (of all types) up to this age of 7 years – severely deprived of 
“Quality Time” with their parents (displaying the ‘whole umbrella’ of what “Quality Time” really means). Thus 
sadly, the grown child now disaffected shall only repay “like with like” when a teenager!  And this is precisely 
what we witness in western society today (thus also providing the basis for ‘the general lack of respect to 
authority’). Satan is trying to destroy “The Family” because it was “The Family” that Yahweh instituted through 
Jesus to provide harmony within society when operating within Bible Principals.  This breakdown in a 
harmonious society we witness is promoted by many of the deficiencies from “Modern Enlightenment” of those 
‘academics’ who seem to use ‘those compliant to follow worldly ideas’ as ‘proving grounds’ from their worldly 
doctorates!  However time will show these ‘eminent’ academics are progressively becoming ‘The Emperor’s of 
new clothing’ - when their wayward ideas/opinions/concepts leave The Instruction given to us in The Bible for 
our edification (by our Creator – who really knows how we ‘tick’). This is all being witnessed now and shall be 
more so in The Culmination by all resurrected humans when viewing the results of these academics ‘having their 
day’ to demonstrate by example that humans cannot live successfully outside Yahweh’s Standards!” 
I am only warning people not to become duped by being lost in the middle of ‘the forest of world deception’ 
presented by all these worldly religions/ideas/concepts/misinformation purported as ‘truth’, but rather I am 
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trying to show you a way out of the ‘worldly forest’ – so that once outside you can see how large the forest really 
is (it really is covering the whole world)! 
I am just trying to provide a means for people to start rationally thinking about what they witness within The 
World today – and ask (by testing/assaying):- 

What is more probable? 
What I state on this website – or what is lulling you into your present comfort zone of a closed mind? 

Satan wants you to personally close you mind and not accept Yahweh’s Plan (thus continuing to follow the 
teachings of The World to become “worldly wise” in your and the world’s eyes)! 
But by closing your mind then you are fulfilling Satan’s Desire rather than fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 
Please ask yourself this question:- 

Which Entity has invested most into your wellbeing? 
Is it:- 

1. Yahweh? 
2. Jesus? 
3. Satan? 

Clearly Yahweh has created The Universe from which all things are sourced. 
Jesus created us and then personally risked his very own existence some 2000 years ago to save us from our 
automatic death sentence (under Yahweh’s Decree) “to be used only the once” so that as we are told, we may 
know both “Good and Evil” (to be thrown back in Satan’s face by those who are ultimately successful) and yet 
be in the personal position to choose “good” rather than “evil” during our whole life (comprising of 2 sections 
separated by what The Bible terms “asleep”). 
Thus clearly Jesus is fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to have righteous entities existing within Yahweh’s Universe. 
Satan on the other hand is resisting Yahweh’s Desire and done everything to make Jesus’ life difficult (to make 
Jesus fail Yahweh’s Desire) and equally our life difficult (to fail Yahweh’s Desire of us personally)! 

So I ask the question again – Whose Desire should we be supporting? 
Ultimately ‘The Choice’ (= YOUR personal choice) is between Yahweh or Satan! 

As Jesus (being “The Word of Yahweh”) told us there is no sitting on the fence:- 
 “You are either for me, gathering; or against me, dispersing”! 

Yahweh only desires righteousness to exist within His Universe then clearly it will be a most wonderful prospect 
to fulfil His Desire of us, and further, Jesus knowing what this future is to be like, volunteered himself to become 
The Redemption Sacrifice, so all this is to become possible for all of us. This must mean that it can only be a 
wonderful expectation for us to personally aim for. He would not bother to put himself through so much pain and 
suffering if there was no beneficial outcome for those to whom he offered his Undeserved Gift sourced by the 
most painful experience. 

We only have ‘70 years’ now of misery for so many people, but a possible eternity of happiness – so why 
aim for a short and miserable term when we have the prospect of a wonderful eternity? 

Aim for The Correct Goal as given by this website, and not a goal that supports the lifestyle of worldly leaders 
(of either political, commercial or religious groupings)! 
 
After that discourse then I need to take a few worldly religions by name and reason a little upon them (being 
only at a very superficially high level) – because I have read their ‘master document’ to be in a position to 
comment about them. I also ask the question: “Have these worldly religious Leaders read The Bible?” 
 
In my analytical research I have come to the following personal conclusions that I wish to share with the reader:- 
 
 
 
 
Worldly Christianity: 
The vast majority of ‘The Christian Nation’ (from out of all the worldly nations) falls into this category. 
There are a few humans who actually fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of them and thus become “The Brethren”, and also 
selected members of ‘The Brethren’ become elected/chosen as True Christians by Yahweh appointed as 
“Apostles”. This whole website explains the difference between the various groupings and thus I do not need to 
expand further here! 
 
Judaism: 
In Yahweh’s Plan this was the forerunner to Christianity. From reading this website it will become abundantly 
clear to the reader that Judaism set ‘The Initial Standard’ for all humans to follow (on a fleshly plane). No human 
should dare to pillory The Jew for what their forefathers did – because any nation would have been equally as 
bad – and I would maintain much worse than perhaps The Jews, which is why Yahweh chose them in the first 
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instance through Abram, because they would have been the best ‘of the bunch’ over the time period to support 
His Master Plan! 
Further through all the myriads of archetypical events/people/places/time set by The Jews of the Old Israelite 
Nation they were setting a particular standard that would mimic what was yet to come so that The Christian 
Nation has no excuse for not knowing!  The Jews can be excused and thus are excused because they operated 
before The Example of Jesus (and those during Jesus’ ministry period did not understand) thus they all shall be 
resurrected into The Millennium, but Christians have absolutely no excuse – they have ‘The Golden Standard’ 
set by Jesus and also the archetypical events/people/places/time set by The Old Israelite Nation. 
But the members of worldly Christian congregations do have the excuse inasmuch they are following Jesus’ 
teaching: 

“Do what your leaders tell you, but do not follow their actions” 
This was Jesus speaking of The Pharisees to deliberately typify The Worldly Christian Leaders, who were to 
follow within The Gospel Age, but the congregations in following what their leaders teach them will then push 
The Responsibility directly upon the heads of the very worldly Christian Leaders – I personally would not like to 
be in their shoes in The Millennium!  - Perhaps they should follow Jesus’ advice in The parable of the astute 
steward (if they actually understood what this parable really means – I suggest they read “NT Translation” 
section to find out)!  Because it is most certainly not what they claim it to mean! 
 
Islam: 
This is a watered down hybrid of Judaism and Christianity. Mohammed obviously did his best (as he personally 
understood it) in a worldly sense by bringing the concept of a Single Almighty God to the Arabian nation that 
was at the time operating under a polymorph of Hinduism. But when you read The Qur’an and The Bible it 
becomes very obvious to the reader these particular points:- 

1. The Bible has credibility and The Authority that oozes out of the writings, which just does not come 
out in the writings of The Qur’an. 

2. There is so much more data within The Bible – so how can The Qur’an actually offer any more 
information when it looses so much information!  I feel strongly moved to carry out an analytical 
experiment on common informational passages in both books where I assign weightings to data content 
against number of words (based upon nouns, adjectives, etc) and see what the information density ratio 
is for both books – I think the information would be most illuminating! 

3. There is so much unnecessary pure repetition in The Qur’an which is not there in The Bible. 
In this respect The Qur’an reminds me of The Mormon book (having the same background)! 

4. The Qur’an has no real prophecy within it that has been fulfilled nor anything that can be fulfilled but 
just gives a smattering of male ‘heroes’ self-indulgence in ‘paradise’ put in there to motivate 
Mohammed’s militia – basically nothing new to those who have it already – nor to edify them or others 
– but merely promotes self-indulgence!   
Nor does The Qur’an have archetypical events/places/people/times that are mirrored later in time. I 
invite the very best Imam to show me – they have my email address on this website to use! 
But the Bible is full of prophecy (and archetypical events/places/people/times) not in the Nostrudams’ 
approach where ‘throw enough random ideas out’ in a scatter gun approach and thus hope something 
hits ‘the wall’ having a 1% ‘success rate’ thereabouts (at a push), but rather The Bible has had most of 
its prophecies already fulfilled to demonstrate its credibility, and what is remaining is the last little bit 
of Yahweh’s Plan that has righteous logic to support it – that this website so clearly explains. 
This knowledge base alone gives me The Confidence to write as I do. 

5. There are obvious inconsistencies within the text which I would only be too pleased to discuss the 
logical implications of what is stated within The Qur’an. The Bible is utterly consistent and has no 
contradictions within its vast depository of data. Please see “Bible Contradictions – Really?” section. 

6. Thus we are able to accurately reason ‘The Revelation’ given to The Arabian Nation through 
Mohammed was a collection of ideas/concepts and worldly ideals gathered from the business he 
conducted during his stay in Jerusalem, where he would intermingle with Jewish and Christian friends. 
The Jews and Christians were living relatively peaceably together in Jerusalem at that time in 610 CE or 
thereabouts and thus obviously communicated to him their various religious understandings and 
Mohammed merely combined them and added a few worldly concepts with the best possible intentions 
(at the time) to improve his fellow Arabian brethren. 

Clearly the Imams of today will protest over this listing, purely for personal worldly reasons, solely because 
what I state here undermines their power base – that is why I offer myself to have a theological written 
discussion with the very best Imam in The World to show where the deficiencies are within the logical reasoning 
of Islam itself when compared with True (but not worldly) Christianity as espoused on this website. 
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Hinduism: 
Packed with all the usual good sound-bites as the surface lure, but burrow deep down into the logic of the 
religion being its central core and the reader quickly realises all the flaws within it. I have written a piece on this 
website that details the illogical aspects – together with scientific evidence to show errors within its reasoning 
and statements. 
As I stated earlier it was based upon what actually occurred, but Satan skilfully twisted what was “A Warning” 
by Noah, into The World’s first religion to suit his aims of hiding “The Absolute Truth” of Yahweh and of His 
most righteous plan. Another aspect to show its inconsistencies is how the proponents of Hinduism polymorph 
the religion to suit the local surroundings – which demonstrate that it, cannot be “The Truth” if it is forever 
changing!  Because The Almighty God (Yahweh) is “Unchanging” - as are His Statutes. 
Other items covered in Buddhism below. 
 
Buddhism: 
An early offshoot from Hinduism. Packed with the same surface lures and also the deeper inconsistencies. I am 
writing a small piece entitled “What separates a Buddhist from a Christian?”  Many people in The West admire 
the stance Buddhists seem to take, being where their teaching cuts themselves from the influences of the present 
world. 
However because worldly Christian teaching is just so poor by the worldly Christian Leaders, then the people in 
The West do not realise that message given by the Buddhist is precisely what Jesus taught (I paraphrase):- 

“Be blind to the inducements of The World.” 
But this is not taught by worldly Christian leaders because it would immediately show the hypocrisy of the 
worldly Christian Leaders who indulge themselves with things of The World - as we all bear witness! 
But where Satan has skilfully twisted “The Truth”, is to infer within the Buddhist ideas that ‘the human’ can 
bring forth enlightenment and further, the internal ‘spirit’ lasts forever to go into different things. 
Both of these concepts are lies, because. 

1. All good things come from Yahweh through Jesus and not from what we personally do! 
2. We have no ‘spirit’ (‘soul’) that continues after we are dead (being Satan’s lie) but rather it was only 

through Jesus’ Ransom Sacrifice that allows Yahweh to righteously use His Power of the holy spirit to 
resurrect us again into a perfected body, then program our personality into a virgin brain to give us 
effectively a RESET condition – as though we were asleep (Please read my essay “What is a Soul” and 
also “Soul”, “Life” but also “Spirit” that explains what it really means in the Glossary section). 

Thus when the Buddhist is reincarnated, in actuality, it will be Yahweh resurrecting him/her again into a 
perfected fleshly human body (righteously through The Underserved Gift of Jesus’ Ransom Sacrifice) so that 
he/she might then learn righteousness in The Millennium. Then they shall have their last opportunity to become 
like Jesus (known as “the specific god” of us) by imitating him when taught by those 144000 humans who 
demonstrated themselves to be True Christians during the 1st part of their life! 
So their reincarnation has absolutely nothing to do with their present faith (being purely vanity) – which shall be 
one of the first things they discover upon their resurrection into The Millennium! 
 
I have not covered other worldly religions here because either:- 

1. They are offshoots from those above. 
2. They are just too ‘wacky’ to discuss here. 

 
I have the strong feeling that worldly leaders of the various worldly religions have entered into a very nice, cosy 
cartel with each other being this (and I am only speaking of The Leaders themselves):-. 

The leaders are certainly ‘bright enough’ to rise up the ladder in their edifice above their minions and thus 
become in the position to know that the religion they personally represent is fraudulent (because they are 
aware of all ‘the logical holes’ within each one – which I also too clearly see), but they mutually agree 
‘not to rock the boat’ by accepting that ‘they all reside in glass houses and they are not to throw stones at 
each other’! 
They each have their mutual comfort zone – being a ring of acolytes feeding their worldly desires and if 
there is an “after-life” perhaps in some manner they may just sneak into it!  That demonstrates the 
‘strength’ of their ‘expectation’ to live for the moment rather than to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of them else 
they would “get out of her” as we are told in Rev. Chapter 18. 
Hopefully this website will cause some of these leaders to do just this, to see the error of their ways and 
thus change their personality to become ultimately True Christians from whatever their present worldly 
religion might be, so that they are then able to accurately guide those around them! 
However if they stay as they are, then their ‘important’ mission is to keep feeding the acolytes with what 
they want to hear – so a mutual symbiotic relationship arises and is self perpetuating, generation after 
generation! 
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It is self perpetuating because nobody at the lower levels is prepared to think and question the subject matter 
presented ‘on a plate’, and The Leaders are “doing very nicely thank-you”! 
Clearly each religion has its fanatical die-hard who is prepared to sacrifice themselves in ‘the heat of the 
moment’ when the ‘blood temperature is running high’ but they are operating upon filtered information thrust 
upon them by a specific leader who gets a psychological ‘kick-back’ from having some of their minions 
dedicated their life for something that this particular corrupt religious leader has instilled within their psyche. 

Yahweh God shall demand much from these utterly corrupt religious leaders upon their resurrection! 
And again, I would not desire ‘to be in their shoes’ when that time arrives! 
 
By now the reader can understand that all worldly religions are from Satan to deceive mankind. 
It is a horrific lie for worldly Christian leaders to espouse that all worldly religions are acceptable before 
Yahweh – because let me quote these false advocates: “the various religions show different aspects of Him!” 
Jesus did not accept ‘The Message’ as taught by The Pharisees, but rather brought in the next stage of Yahweh’s 
Plan. 

So what is my point here? 
The Law in The Torah and the Prophets’ writings were not rejected, but how Judaism was implemented became 
rejected because it was worldly. Jesus built upon The Old Truth (“I have not come to take away The Law but to 
fulfil it”) and instituted “Christianity” through his disciples and his Father’s holy spirit that Jesus dispensed later. 
“True Christianity” as given by Jesus was driving “The Mind” of an individual on a personal level to produce 
works that would fulfil “The Law” of Moses in the sight of Yahweh. Without True Christianity that operates 
within The Mind, then a human cannot fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. Thus we either imitate Jesus now to become a 
Son of God later to take on and administer “The Inheritance”, or we imitate Jesus later during the 2nd part of 
our life then within a perfected body to become then a son of Jesus (as “the specific god” of us) to become part 
of and live within “The Inheritance”. 
If Jesus introduced this new concept to fulfil The Old Law given by Yahweh then he most certainly did not 
accept the false religions in The World during his ministry period which would have been Hinduism, The Greek 
and Roman gods (amongst others), which he would have obviously known of at the time. 
No, rather he rejected all of them because he did not accept any of them – and most certainly did not suggest in 
any of his teachings that they formed any association with his Father – nor of His Desire! 

And why did the apostles go out in to The World of mankind to spread ‘The Word of God’ – if all the 
other worldly religions were ‘good enough’ representations of the various facets and revelations of 
Yahweh? 
So how dare false worldly Christian Leaders today suggest this lie! 
 

Why do these false worldly Christian leaders do this? 
1. Because they do not understand The Bible, nor do they have any of Yahweh’s holy spirit presently 

within them, having being rejected long ago. Thus (like King Saul at the end of his rule) they are 
running on worldly wisdom (to maintain their position above their congregations – for self-
gratification), which comes from The World for The World. And having come from The World – this 
knowledge has come from Satan – whose desire (as now we all know) is to frustrate and oppose 
Yahweh’s Desire of humans correctly knowing what Yahweh’s Desire of us humans really is, being 
only on a personal level – no one else can do it for us! 

2. Also it suits the worldly religious leaders’ aims of self-gratification to operate within this cartel. 
It does not cause strife between the worldly religions, keeps everyone duped in the sickly syrup of 
disinformation. The religious leader does not question the obvious fallibility in other worldly religions 
so that the representatives of other worldly religions do not question the obvious fallibilities within 
worldly Christianity! 
Basically all the worldly religious leaders are content/happy because they can maintain their prestigious 
positions over their own unquestioning minions, and naturally Satan is content/happy because they are 
all wrong (obviously with a few facets of ‘truth’ to keep ‘the punters happy’) and no one is actually 
putting forward “The Whole Truth” being “The Absolute Truth” of Yahweh and of His most righteous 
Plan that requires Jesus to make it all occur! 

3. Essentially Humans have lost “The Goal” and from Satan’s point of view if he can stop Yahweh from 
obtaining His number of 144000 humans who can make the grade of imitating His Son Jesus during 
The Gospel Age then The Millennium cannot be instituted (only because it would contradict Yahweh’s 
unchanging pronouncement) – nor can Satan become deposed from his present position of self-
gratification through the freedom he has at present! 
Thus worldly Christian Leaders are colluding with Satan to further his aims in suppressing “The 
Absolute Truth” (being ‘The Whole Truth’) of Yahweh’s method of salvation and of The Gospel of The 
Millennium. 
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In doing so they like to perpetuate ‘a mystique that humans cannot grasp’, to insinuate that it is 
something ‘beyond’ humans, being “a mystery”. But this is a lie!  Because Jesus told us in The Bible 
that to those (= apostles = “appointed to tell”) who are to instruct humans to ‘come to know of 
Yahweh’s Desire’, then “they (the apostles) are given to know” these things!  Clearly the converse is 
true, if you are not working with Yahweh in fidelity/assurance then Yahweh shall not give them the 
holy spirit “to know”, but rather leave it as they proudly claim to be: “is a mystery”!  Thus these ones 
just perpetuate the same dead works that their forefathers and peers did and do around them (following 
on the heels of The Pharisees to be sons of Adam)! 

Why do I write like this? 
For three reasons:- 

1. It is a wakeup call – a trumpet with a distinct sound as Paul tells us, so that we can stand together to 
preach “The Absolute Truth” to The World to bring that number to 144000 – so that then The End to 
Satan’s miserable system can occur, to then herald in The Millennium being The Good News of 
Yahweh’s Acceptable Year. 

2. To fulfil [1] then the leaders of worldly religions should be given the opportunity to come out of the 
worldly edifice that they presently represent and start accurately preaching The Word of God to The 
World (as we are told in Rev chapter 18 – so it will occur, only the wise ones take heed beforehand)! 

3. To give The Expectation and Assurance to The World when the ‘soon to occur’ cataclysms as 
prophesied in The Bible (caused by humans upon other humans through ignoring Yahweh’s Decrees) 
that there is to be a most righteous future afterwards. The Bible tells us of “blessed is the one who 
waits” (Dan.12v12) – being all the humans who now having the knowledge of “The Absolute Truth” 
are to remain faithful to what shall be to them “The Expectation of The Millennium” being the very 
Good News that Jesus told us. Thus Jesus told his representatives to go and spread The Good News of 
The Millennium to the whole world and then “The End (of Satan’s present worldly system) shall 
come”. 

It is for this very specific reason why Jesus told us this, because he knew that all humans must 
have this knowledge to keep them going through the terrible mess that is to shortly befall us! 

By “keeping these humans going” then Jesus has an embryonic mass of humans who together with the 
resurrected/changed 144000 Sons of God are then in a position to start receiving the resurrected humans 
into the 2nd part of their life during The Millennium. These humans who get through “The Great 
Tribulation” (thus called “blessed”) then become this initial embryonic ‘mass of compliant righteousness’ 
(because they shall hate the old system that caused the implosion they personally and painfully 
experienced at the end of The Gospel Age) that Jesus can then work with. Thus these humans become the 
foundation of a righteous society to start teaching those newly resurrected in The General Resurrection by 
words and action. 

 
Can the reader see the full righteousness of this? 

I have made none of this up – it is precisely as we are told within The Bible! 
It is no mystery as the false advocates claim! 

I welcome the very best representatives of all worldly religions to either accept what I state on this website or 
use the basis of their worldly religions to deny what I state here – with logical reasoning!  Perhaps this may be 
likened to Elijah and the prophets of Ahab demonstrating who has legitimate claim to “The Absolute Truth”! 
Clearly if they deny what I state here then they should put a proposal forward that sounds more logical for The 
World to either read or hear! 

But what they cannot logically do is just rubbish this website and offer no better alternative - else they 
have immediately lost ‘the argument’ being their argument with ‘the facts accurately explained’! 

Thus I only ask like this so that I, like everyone in The World, may come to know of “The Absolute Truth”! 
I present ‘the version that I know’ to The World, and I am most desirous for those representatives of other 
religions to expound to me their ‘truth’ and what it means to them, demonstrated by their ‘righteous actions’. 
This is merely what ‘The Science’ community does with a ‘new’ theory. 

So why should these religious leaders then imitate ‘The Science’ Community? 
Because they have a willing convert here, being myself, and if they are able to logically present a more credible 
form of “The Truth” than the message that this website presently espouses – then what are the possibilities? 
Just think of it - a website entitled “FutureLife.Org” espousing their particular religion – they really should do 
their very best to convert me with their logical reasoning – I am an open vessel – I am just waiting to be filled! 
But for them to be successful in converting me to their religion then: 

They must present: 
1. Something credible and logical (almost goes without saying – but worldly religions are not this). 
2. That has historical support (allegories/archetypical events/places/people/times). 
3. Scientifically accurate and logical (any inaccuracy invalidates any claim of Divine Authorship). 
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4. Righteously covers all humans who have ever lived (including those before the religion started). 
5. Righteously explains what we witness today (multi-religions, pain and ‘inaction’ by God) 
6. Righteously offers salvation to all humans irrespective of their existence - time or place. 
7. All fully given/supported within ‘their master document’ and not ‘bolted on’ externally! 

 
If all this is done then it demonstrates that The Authority is in control to ensure that His Plan holds True when 
analysed finally in The Culmination by all entities that nothing was written in error, but carefully crafted to 
unfold as He deemed fit, when as we are told “the holy spirit shall make known in the correct season”. 
 
However the best representatives must beware if they seek representations with me.  I shall meticulously reason 
through their arguments and if I consider them to be illogical, being unrighteous to any human that has existed 
then I shall make all known on this website for The World to digest and understand.    You have been cautioned! 
 
 
Let us now ask the question: 

What standard does Yahweh look for during His audit/assessment of each declared Christian residing in 
The Christian Nation during The Greater/Special Judgement? 

 
Points to note: 

1. The “Greater/Special Judgement” is not what worldly Christian doctrine erroneously states being the 
judgement to an eternity in the flames of Hell, but rather the very opposite!  It is The Judgement 
Yahweh makes to Personally decide who is to become ‘A Son of God’, being the very Prize that Paul 
was after, ‘something’ which is Most Exclusive and Wonderful that any entity in The Universe could 
dream of gaining in their existence!  This however is only on offer to 144000 humans during The 
Gospel Age of some 2000 years. 

2. This can only be offered to a person (as The Bible clearly tells us) who belongs to The Christian Nation, 
because these 144000 are elected/chosen out of ‘a pool of humans’ who claim to have ‘the same 
knowledge base’. Logically they cannot be elected out of the ‘heathen’ (being those humans without 
Yahweh’s Word = being without Jesus) because the only route to Yahweh is through Jesus Christ 
(either now during the 1st part of our life or the 2nd part for the vast majority of us during The 
Millennium upon our resurrection) where we learn to imitate his righteous lifestyle. 

3. This is the Greater/Special Judgement because Christians can become resurrected out of their present 
fleshly body (upon their 1st death = Bible terms this as “Asleep” because of Jesus’ Ransom Sacrifice) 
into what The Bible terms the heavenly/celestial/spiritual body – over which The 2nd Death of 
annihilation has no power (Rev.20v4-9). This Greater/Special Judgement is made only by Yahweh at 
the completion of what Yahweh terms the 1st part of a Christian’s life.  If this person has met Yahweh’s 
Criteria then their name shall be placed upon The Scroll of (Guaranteed) Life (this can only = the 
heavenly/celestial/spiritual body) and they shall be the only ones who are “watching” for their 
Bridegroom to arrive (see “watching” in Glossary). The Bridegroom is Jesus Christ as “the specific 
god” of us (himself in a heavenly/celestial/spiritual body) is the one who shall collect the 144000 
humans, either resurrected and those also alive, shall be instantly transformed into 
heavenly/celestial/spiritual bodies to meet their bridegroom in the air (physically/technically I have not 
the faintest idea how it is done – but all things are possible with Yahweh – based upon “The Evidence 
presented”). They shall leave the earth for 3.5 years and thus be spared of the mayhem that is to befall 
The World when “the oblation has been removed”, - all precisely as The Bible tells us. 

 
So the answer to the above question – “What is Yahweh’s Standard?” 
 
Quite simply: 

“To continuously imitate Jesus Christ in your lifestyle.” 
 
Absolutely nothing else!  Anything else will take you away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of you! 
Thus we must perform what Jesus did (within our capacity of “being given responsibility over small things”), 
and must not do things that Jesus did not do! 
Thus logically, ‘you become worthy’ to become resurrected as Jesus was (only if you precisely imitate him 
during the 1st part of your life) – into a heavenly/celestial/spiritual body. 
 
Most importantly you do not imitate worldly Christian leaders – because quite simply they do not imitate Jesus 
to create that required ‘worthy synapse construction’ which is the only thing Yahweh is after!  The Bible warns 
us of “The Hypocrisy” (Greek meaning “stage-acting” see Glossary) being the double standards of: 
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1. The outward standard seen by the devotees – but being hypocritical to: 
2. The internal standard of ‘Machiavellian reasoning’ that Yahweh views.  Which clearly He does, 

because He is able to retain our synapse construction (mapping – see “Heavenly Treasure” in Glossary) 
to give each one of us a resurrection then obviously He knows precisely “how we think”! 

This is merely just an obvious and logical deduction – but sadly all too often – just ignored for worldly gain and 
self-indulgence – because ‘worldly gain’ comes first in a worldly seeking person’s mindset - to the obvious 
detriment of their synapse construction! 
 
 
So let us together understand precisely what Yahweh is looking for within His True 
Representatives/Ambassadors:- 

1. They must accurately preach The Word of God (they must support everything in The Bible as being 
True – and publicly state it) to those who are listening. 

2. They must preach of The Gospel, being The Good News of The Millennium. This was Jesus’ primary 
duty as he told us several times in The Bible – sadly it is never preached by worldly Christian Leaders. 

3. They must be absolutely neutral in all worldly issues. They must avoid worldly politics like the plague! 
Jesus told us that he is not of this world – his is of another world – being The Millennium that is now 
very soon to come.  I explain this in very much more detail elsewhere. 

4. They must be completely blind to the worldly lures, being the inducements that this present world has 
to offer to take our time away from edifying our neighbour’s spiritual knowledge (being what guides 
our thinking processes and thus builds our synapse construction). Sadly, worldly inducements debase 
our mindset and harm our synapse construction for The Millennium to come. 

5. These people must be utterly humble and take lowly positions (Paul told us that he took on the position 
of the person to whom he was preaching). Jesus told us and demonstrated this at the last supper and 
then allowed himself to become The Ransom Sacrifice for his creation’s access into The Millennium. 

6. They must not take positions to deliver worldly self-gratification – Jesus had nowhere to lay his head, 
and certainly no monetary pension!  The Disciples were told to take nothing with them on their 
preaching work. 

7. They operate on a flat management structure – just as Jesus did. It was Jesus, The Disciples and the 
populace.  When Jesus left the Earth then the Disciples became Apostles (as True Christians replacing 
Jesus) and The Disciples were replaced by The Brethren (as disciples learning to become Apostles). 
Anything other than this supports world systems and the worldly internal/external politics that 
automatically flows from this! 

8. From (7) True Christians must actively encourage The Brethren to replace them. In this manner The 
Brethren are encouraged to become True Christians (apostles) in their own right to have that personal 
commitment to imitate Jesus’ lifestyle. Clearly The Apostles and Brethren most actively encourage the 
populace to imitate them in everything because this is only how personal salvation can operate - just as 
Paul instructs us (but this is not what worldly Christian leaders teach us nor practice). 

9. They must preach the distinctive nature of Christianity as being utterly separate from all worldly 
religions. It must not be made to appear as another form of a worldly religion as worldly Christian 
Leaders regularly practice – who just ‘toss in’ the word “Jesus” in give the pretence of ‘exclusiveness’!  
True Christians preach how this knowledge must transform the personality in a non-hypocritical 
manner. This means a conscious rewiring of the synapse construction that does not operate on pretence 
and basic hypocrisy. 

10. They must exhibit The Fruits of The Spirit, being: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 
faithfulness, meekness, self control. 
Note: Ultimate “Love” means edify your neighbour so they may understand Yahweh’s Desire of them. 
It does not mean indulging in any worldly desire of either the giver or the recipient! 
Ultimate “Joy” means having the secure knowledge that you are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of you. 
It does not mean indulging any worldly desire of either the giver or the recipient! 
Etc for infinitum (being that we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of us = True “Worship”). 
 

 
 

And why is Yahweh looking for these qualities? 
Because as we are told, that Jesus came to create a set of conditions that enabled Yahweh to gather His 144000 
sons out of The Gospel Age of some 2000 years.  Because these entities are to become “sons of God” then to be 
selected they must imitate Jesus as best as they are able. This means an utter synapse change within the brain – 
being a complete rewiring/rerouting of the synapse construction that can only occur by a personal desire to do so. 
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Thus this rewiring becomes internally driven/motivated by an inherent personal desire to imitate Jesus = a 
virtuous closed loop, that cannot be attacked by anything from outside. 

This reform cannot be forced upon anyone from outside their internal reasoning domain. 
“The Growth” as we are told in The Bible can only come from Yahweh. A True Christian can only sow and 
water the seed (sadly worldly Christian leaders just spray on herbicides and sow in weeds) and thus the True 
Christian helps the newly sown seed by watering it with intimate knowledge/understanding of The Bible (by 
accurately explaining it so that the seed may be self protected from the herbicides sprayed down by worldly 
Christian leaders)! 
This is the crux in understanding what “Growth” really means.  Practitioners of false worldly religions try to 
force this on individuals from the outside – but Yahweh is not looking for those individuals – on either side of 
this worldly practice. Yahweh is only after those humans who are sincerely/internally motivated to imitate 
Jesus’ lifestyle – and Yahweh can determine the sincerity by directly reading the synapse construction.  
Because ultimately it is these people who are to become like Jesus upon their resurrection – to become 
physically the same which is through following the purification of their very personal synapse construction that 
‘thinks and reasons’ like Jesus – only because he set ‘The Golden Standard’ that The Bible tells us: “The 
prophets of old looked for but could not find”. 
This is why it is only 144000 (as The Bible clearly tells us in three places) out of a possible 12 billion people 
who have existed during The Gospel Age of 2000 years. 
Thus Yahweh is looking for a spiritual priesthood not through the line of Aaron (Levites) that only gave fleshly 
priests, but rather through the new line of Judah being Jesus who has become The Head of the spiritual 
Priesthood ready for The Millennium to teach righteousness to The World (I explain all this elsewhere). Those 
True Christians who are to make up this future spiritual Priesthood, presently have Jesus as their head leading 
them as “The Body” – being “The Presence” (“parousia”  StrongsTM = 3952) that The Bible speaks of (please see 
“Coming” and “Presence” in Glossary). Thus they are spiritually learning from “the presence” of “The Head” 
while they are in their present fleshly body during The Gospel Age. Upon their resurrection Yahweh then 
honours His part of The Covenant that both Parties have made at baptism and thus resurrects only the True 
Christians (of 144000) early (before The Millennium and subsequent General Resurrection) so that they may not 
experience Yahweh’s Wrath (as The Bible clearly tells us), but rather they are being educated off this planet (for 
their new role and how to administer it) while the remaining inhabitants of this planet experience the mayhem 
from lack of worldly resources, the pressures that global warming brings, pollution – all of which shall exact 
their recompense to exhibit the ultimate selfishness of The World as it implodes. 
Daniel’s prophecy teaches us that “Blessed is the one who passes through the last 45 days” being the period of 
time that this planet shall experience Yahweh’s Wrath – which in actuality is not coming from Yahweh – but 
rather a natural implosion upon humanity caused by humanity upon itself that Yahweh allows to occur (because 
there is no Sin in Yahweh) only to demonstrate to humans their utter incompetence when operating outside 
Yahweh’s Desire (as Jeremiah states: “We are unable to even direct our feet!  10v23). 
The good news is that this implosion shall usher in The Millennium and a righteous new society to be run by 
Jesus and the resurrected earlier 144000 True Christians as “Kings/Priests”. “Princes” shall also operate under 
them as The Foremost Administrators – these shall be people like King David, Solomon, Joshua, etc. operating 
within fleshly bodies but having the full support of the unlimited power that the 144000 shall give them 
(ultimately all coming from Yahweh through His holy spirit).  
“Jesus shall rule with a Rod of Iron” as we are told in The Bible to enforce righteousness on any of those 
resurrected humans proving to be rebellious – to realign the synapse construction during this period of learning 
righteousness. But I cover this entirely elsewhere in meticulous detail and thus need not repeat it here. 
Just to say that none of this is made up on my part – but rather, everything written above is stated most clearly 
within The Bible. 
But it is never preached/taught by worldly Christian Leaders because they either do not understand it, or it 
conflicts with their lifestyle (either The Knowledge of what Yahweh really Desires would scare away the 
congregation because ‘The Required Golden Standard’ set by Jesus becomes “a stumbling stone” and thus the 
leaders loose their income, or it would demonstrate their obvious hypocrisy)! 
Now they know what to preach, because it has been explained here on this website called www.FutureLife.Org – 
then they have no excuse not to start preaching it! 
Neither do they have any excuse not to inculcate it in their hearts because full understanding has been given 
here, and thus are now in the position to demonstrate it in their works to their congregations!  If they take up the 
challenge - then they may become part of the 144000 because Yahweh is still looking for more people to put 
their names on “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life” – because Jesus’ 1st 2nd C has not yet occurred (at the time of 
writing 2007). 
This is a continuous external audit carried out by Yahweh on our personal work as we are told in Revelation that 
“Yahweh is peering through the glassy sea” = Yahweh is looking deeply into mankind making assessments on 
those humans worthy to become His Personal Sons in The Millennium – during this Gospel Age. 
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Now we have examined what Yahweh is looking for to become a Son of God, then let us look at what Yahweh 
considers is worldly and thus is not worthy in their works to become married to His Most Beloved Son – Jesus. 
 
 
Thus what Yahweh is not looking for:- 
 

1. Worldly worship consisting of words and the practice of regularly turning up at a ‘religious centre’ to 
give forth a few ‘heart-felt’ words and to ‘mix in’ with a group of ‘like minded’ people. This is not 
imitating Jesus’ lifestyle – but is actually the opposite attitude and practice. Often Jesus went into the 
wilderness alone to pray to his Father. The record of Jesus teaching his disciples how to pray was in 
actuality some way into his ministry. Jesus did not turn up at the same place but rather he moved about 
meeting strangers – and taught perceived sinners in their own homes. 
The reason he did this is answered by asking the question: Why would Jesus do this? 
The answer is: To search out new humans and preach The Gospel of The Millennium – because this 
was his mission and we are commanded to imitate him!  This is what Paul and The apostles did! 
However this is not to say True Christians are not to meet together – but my point is: 
      “What is The Motive of the meeting, and is its outcome to ‘further Yahweh’s Desire of us’?” 

2. Pilgrimages to certain worldly relics. This creates a self-indulgent ‘feel-good’ factor, fills the worldly 
pockets of those en-route, ‘locks you into a worldly religion away from Yahweh’ and further takes your 
time away from imitating Jesus’ real lifestyle (plus many other things that I discuss elsewhere). 
Also The Bible distinctly tells us in numerous places that things worldly should not be worshipped 
(meaning ‘taking our time to give succour’ – either way). Nothing should replace our only route to 
Yahweh that is only through Jesus – as I have explained in what Yahweh Desires to be seen in a person 
whom He loves.  Because we are to show appreciation and respect for what Jesus did for his personal 
creation, then Yahweh gives full honour to His son and desires that nothing replaces or ‘pulls the rug 
out from under’ Jesus most righteous/exulted position. 
A façade placed by all worldly religious leaders stating that something is ‘holy’ does not make it holy 
in Yahweh’s eyes, but rather adds to Yahweh’s disgust of the whole proceedings – particularly of those 
worldly religious leaders who claim this is a good thing to do because Yahweh ‘approves’ of it! 

3. Worldly works comprising of religious customs, clothing, status, crafted idols (of whatever), etc being 
all things to create an ‘ivory tower’ complex over those humans ‘around about’ – being not part of 
‘your crowd’.  This causes worldly self-righteous fragmentation within mankind that is an utter 
anathema to Yahweh!  The Bible specifically tells us in both Old and New Testaments that these 
practices are wrong – a whole list of references will be given in my Concordance of Topics – when I 
have time to compile it. 
The Bible also tells us that Jesus and his Apostles took the same position as those listeners to maximise 
the transfer of information during their sermons, and also tried to clear anything that created 
demarcations and groupings within the populace. 

4. All religious instruction must be given freely and that only daily sustenance should be offered by the 
listener to keep the preacher’s body in a condition to carry it through into the next day. We are told this 
in many places within The Bible – the classic example given was the thrashing ox – but the ox was not 
given something for its ‘pension’ – but only while the ox was doing his work during the day he was 
doing his work!  I also venture that the religious leader looks at the concluding part to “The Sermon on 
the Mount” as another example to fully support my understanding of what The Bible really teaches us! 

5. The religious leader who requires protection by any type of guard/minder/security officer/grouping is 
placing their trust in The World – rather than trust in Yahweh.  If Yahweh desires you to live then He 
shall provide any form of protection “from on high” to stop your death from occurring.  If you rely on 
any form of worldly protection then it demonstrates to The World that you trust in The World and have 
no trust in Yahweh (true in the past and today of those starting or participating in worldly religions). 
This reasoning adds succour to my point being: What is the person aiming for that he needs this type of 
protection?  – Thus the conclusion must be the desire of self-indulgence is purely on a worldly plane! 
I consider my future as Paul stated: If it is Yahweh’s Will/Desire that I become murdered because of 
some misguided person’s action, then I die because Yahweh considers my time is complete. Paul stated: 
He knew where he rather be and that is out of this present world, but only preferred to stay in this world 
because Yahweh considered it necessary for him to look after ‘The Flock’. This is the attitude that a 
sincere religious leader would have. Clearly those leaders who rely on worldly protection have no trust 
in The Almighty God that they purport to represent and thus speaks volumes about what their ‘god’ 
thinks of them! 
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Further all this must be financed by their duped congregation (or taken from the secular community in 
taxes) by some manner – rather than spreading the accurate word of Yahweh by words and actions! 

6. The absolute worse thing that an iniquitous Christian Leader can do is defame Yahweh’s Word by 
suggesting that there are some passages within The Bible that ‘cannot be trusted’, or just ‘ignore those 
parts because they are not relevant to today’s society’!  Those worldly Christian leaders who do this 
shall face “The Wrath/Vengeance of God”, only because they have made a personal attack upon 
Yahweh’s integrity. Sadly this has become so pandemic during the last years of The Gospel Age – by 
those leaders who consider themselves ‘worldly’ wise!  The Bible suggests that the future for those 
leaders who do this is most dire, being suggested that iniquitous Christian Leaders shall never be 
resurrected from their present existence into The Millennium. I state this only to warn these people so 
that they may carry out the very necessary reform of their present iniquitous stance – just to give them 
that future opportunity to learn righteousness in The Millennium. There are several passages in The 
Bible to support this understanding – again I will put all quotations in my future Concordance of 
Topics. 

 
 

And why Yahweh is not looking for these qualities? 
I ask the reader to carefully contemplate upon the above and to conclude what the common denominator might 
be. 
It is directly related to the first section where we spoke of “the synapse construction” – because that is 
specifically what our whole life is about – starting with the 1st part of our life (being now) – because this is the 
only thing (The Bible states this as our “Heavenly Treasure”) that shall be retained and programmed back into a 
perfected DNA virgin body (for the vast majority of us) upon our resurrection – and it is this that we must get 
correct – because it is only this synapse construction (being the ‘mapping profile’ stored as Heavenly Treasure) 
that represents us – “as us”! 
Everything in the above list drives a synapse construction that supports “the self” above “the neighbour” in stark 
contrast to the earlier listing that Yahweh Desires to see within a human. The Bible makes it very clear that 
ultimately this course of action will ultimately lead to our annihilation unless we reform ourselves. 
The reader must understand that when a human is elected and then resurrected to become a “son of God” then 
Yahweh must fully trust them to administer His holy spirit to the benefit of others – just as Jesus did during his 
ministry.  What Yahweh cannot be seen to do is resurrect a human who will become a future renegade like Satan 
with enormous powers – practicing self-indulgence upon the populace during The Millennium. Thus the True 
Christian must create a ‘synapse construction’ being of “The Humble” personality (demonstrated as such by 
works from this righteous ‘synapse construction’ because some disappointed resurrected humans will question 
Yahweh’s Decision – “with gnashing teeth” as The Bible clearly tells us). It is this synapse construction mapping 
that shall be transposed into a spiritual body that is Christ-like, being utterly humble, who implicitly entrusts 
upon Yahweh for direction. That is why a leader today (political, commercial or religious) who has exercised all 
the worldly traits to physically climb (driven by personal motivation/ambition using ‘the levers within this 
world’ behind the ‘election’ process) into that position can never be accepted by Yahweh to become a Son of 
God (see all The Old Testament examples of how people became leaders – being utterly contrary to what occurs 
today!) because their synapse construction (mapping retained as “Heavenly Treasure”) is just not desirable to 
Yahweh! 
 
This logical reasoning will undoubtedly create an outcry among those who feel personally offended, so I suggest 
the following: 
If members of the worldly religious community desire to challenge me about these points raised above then I 
shall only be too pleased to publicly answer by directing their attention to the places in The Bible that clearly 
they have not read, conveniently forgotten about, or not understood that just perhaps - those ‘foreign to them’ 
texts may be actually directed towards them! 
Please read the NT Translation where I fully explain ‘the dangerous bits’! 

Why do I write like this? 
Is it to antagonise? 
No!  Most certainly not! 

But only because I have the most passionate concern about “The Absolute Truth” only from The Bible is not 
being relayed correctly to The Populace of whatever persuasion – it is being heavily distorted!  Thus I have a 
deep and sincere concern that congregations do not thus have the accurate knowledge of what is expected of 
them and what The Expectation is in the future, only because a fuzzy message being the “indistinct trumpet call” 
that Paul speaks of is being taught. 
Then YOU need to ask: 

Why is this fuzzy and distorted message being given by those who purport to understand it? 
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I ask the reader themselves to reason upon the following possible alternatives to explain this: 
1. They do not care. 
2. They like to perpetuate the status quo (for whatever in the huge list that it gives to each party). 
3. They just do not understand it. 
4. A few might be too scared to speak out for fear of peer pressure and loss of livelihood. 

Basically everything the worldly Christian Leaders do is almost an exact copy of The Pharisees!  And that is 
precisely why Jesus used them as an example to warn the future Christian nation of the follies practiced by The 
Leaders of The Israelite Nation that were soon to be rejected by Yahweh. And likewise at the close of this 
present system they too will be rejected as Revelation 18 clearly tells us – ready for “the clean system” of The 
Millennium. 
Clearly there are a few Christian Leaders who are not worldly (perhaps many are lay-preachers – having secular 
jobs for worldly income and give their services freely – like the apostle Paul – whom we are instructed to copy) 
and this website fully endorses their work and I have no intention of mentioning them by name, but rather I give 
enough information on this website for the reader themselves to audit all Christian Leaders to discover those 
ones who are actually fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and those who are just ‘pushing all the nice buttons’ to purely 
‘please the senses’ of their congregations so that they may be rewarded by a mutually symbiotic ‘give and take’ 
for worldly reasons.  
I am exceedingly desirous for those who disagree with me to defend their stance by constructing a logical 
defence of the present disastrous efforts of what we witness before us – naturally using multiple scriptural 
quotations within context to support their errant understanding. 

I will equally defend my stance by quoting Bible scriptures as I have clearly demonstrated elsewhere. 
All I want is people to just wake-up from their slumbers (as The Bible clearly keeps telling us) and to question 
what they believe – Yahweh is calling YOU and Yahweh desires all those who are called to respond and actively 
search The Scriptures personally - so do not leave it to other people – for ultimately it is not their responsibility! 
But it is the responsibility of the Christian Leaders to cajole their congregations to actively search The Bible 
daily and what these congregational members learn to become inculcated within their lives, to thus be in the 
position to start imitating Jesus. The Bereans were congratulated by Paul for doing precisely this (Acts.17v11)! 
So with this knowledge/fidelity/assurance (= faith – but sadly during the last few years it has been distorted to 
mean something that it does not) then humans are to continue during the present 1st part of their life accurately 
imitating Jesus to the absolute best they are able.   
I am just giving YOU “The Information” to test what YOU know and what your worldly religious leader knows. 

What is the result of this? 
It is purely for YOUR edification – it is YOUR choice. I present “The Information” and then it is my duty to 
move on to the next person to spread The Word, but not to forget anyone, but if you ask for help to understand 
The Scriptures then I shall respond as best as I am able to explain it.  
 

Why does the content in the last few pages sound so harsh to the ear? 
Think about it – based upon Yahweh’s Absolute Standard then is it really a harsh message? 

I am not ‘dressing “The Absolute Truth” up’ to make it seem palatable to what this present worldly system 
desires to hear – because we are told Yahweh detests this present worldly system – that is why Revelations tells 
us that this present world and the heaven (heaven being singular = sky = air = “spirit of the air” = Satan) shall 
soon be dissolved = ‘broken apart’ when Christ Jesus comes in full to start his Millennial Reign. 

So why would “The Absolute Truth” sound unpalatable within the present world that is soon to be 
dissolved by Yahweh Himself through Jesus?  – Because this present worldly system is detested and there 
is nothing in it worth saving – except those humans who desire to ultimately imitate Jesus! 

 
We read/hear of false worldly religions speak of repeated reincarnation and that human ‘mythical soul’ cannot 
die (an absolute lie put out by Satan to deceive) and thus could come back as perhaps as a ‘lower form of life’. 
Perhaps those who propose this have forgotten a few basic logical problems! 

1. I cannot remember what I did in my ‘former life’ so there is not much point in reincarnation if I cannot 
learn from my former ‘existence’ being the very reason given for repeated reincarnation! 

2. With (1) being true and having spoken to hundreds of other people who themselves cannot remember 
what they did in their former life - then the religion that proposes this has somewhat lost the point of its 
objective! 

3. With (1) and (2) being true then clearly with the perhaps some 6 billion people who presently exist 
based upon the ratio of several hundred to zero - then no one has had a previous existence to recall 
(except those few unfortunates who ‘will believe anything’) certainly not as a lower form of animal life 
then when are we coming back?  Because the planet cannot take many more people who come back – 
when we all decide to come back (in how many cycles)! 
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4. Also reasoning, if and when we come back then we do not have much to look forward to – because the 
planet is being ransacked, raped, pillaged, polluted within the last few generations – basically destroyed 
so that it will be in no fit state to house any resurrected humans without External assistance as stated 
within The Bible. 

5. Further if animals were present before humans, then where do humans come from?  They must come 
from animals to add succour to “General Evolution” through the back door – but polymorph religions 
do not propose that. So they are getting tied up in their own inconsistent logic.  However all this 
confusion satisfies Satan’s desire to confuse and mix everything up to loose gullible humans in a fog of 
myths! 

6. Based upon scientific DNA knowledge, plus what we know about the brain and how it operates to 
create consciousness – shows these polymorph religions to be logically bankrupt and thus a waste of 
time to even consider them rationally.  But Satan puts these religious myths out to deceive and to 
confuse humans with the ‘immortal soul’ concept that worldly Christian doctrine equally loves to run 
with – to distort “The Absolute Truth”! 

 
 
I spoke of earlier that animals ‘die everlastingly’ and are thus annihilated upon their death– especially so when it 
is reasonable to assume this was occurring round Adam and Eve, so that they were in the position to understand 
and rationalise upon the warning that Yahweh gave to them about sinning.  This logic also clearly destroys the 
myth of repeated reincarnation! 

So what point am I trying to make here? 
The Bible makes three references where I understand when put together with the archetypical nature of what 
Jesus is doing for us, an argument could be presented that in a very close and specific personal relationship 
between an animal and a human then that will result in that animal being resurrected again. 

What are the references and how can it be linked in with what Jesus said and did for us? 
The Bible references speak of: 

1. We are in the likeness of God in as much we have the ability to reason about abstract concepts (like 
death – and recognising what its implications are – and consider/reason of an ‘after life’). 

2. Yahweh knowing when a sparrow falls out of the sky. 
3. In The Culmination: He shall wipe away our tears, there shall be no more sorrow, nor pain for these 

things have passed away. 
 
So how do we combine this given information logically together to conclude what I stated earlier? 

1. We know with Yahweh all things are possible (“I make become what/who I choose to become” = 
“Yahweh”). 

2. We know that our synapse construction is retained and it is also far more complex than an animal. 
3. Thus if Yahweh has the ability to recreate an exact personality clone of ourselves – then He is quite 

capable of doing it to an animal. 
4. However He has no reason to recreate an animal clone because they have no concept of non-existence. 
5. We have a concept of non-existence and lust after an “after life” (even atheists desire to have the 

possibility of utopia in a perfectly performing body – but have no idea how it may logically occur and 
thus ‘logically’ dismiss it) because we are in the likeness of God.  

6. Because some of us ultimately desire to imitate Jesus – provided we ultimately do this, then Yahweh 
can see no contravention in His decree on sin and death – provided a righteous balance (on an exact 
‘like for like’) is given for humans to ‘believe upon’ (“believe” means imitate and not ‘I accept’). 
Hence “Jesus so loved The World (being those humans with future righteous potential) that he 
volunteered himself as the Son of God to come down and provide The Ransom Sacrifice”. 

7. Thus from (6) because of Jesus’ Principled love for those who ultimately love him (where all humans 
are given this opportunity) then calling upon Yahweh to resurrect these humans into life. 

 
So where is this reasoning taking us with regard to animals? 

1. Let us now bring in the other scriptures and run on a similar ‘like for like’ basis. But the most important 
thing to remember is that animals cannot sin like humans. They live and they die everlasting – being an 
annihilation because they have no conscious expectation of a future life.  And no other ‘animal relative’ 
speaks for and on their behalf – because an animal is not conscious of Extraterrestrial Deities with this 
capability. 

2. But a human is capable for speaking on behalf of an animal that means something very special to them 
(just as Jesus was and is able to speak to Yahweh about us). This specific animal has not sinned and 
thus is not implicitly subject to Yahweh’s Decree on sin – but merely suffers the consequences of a 
faulty DNA fleshly body for a consciousness to operate within. 
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3. After that reasoning now bring in what The Bible tells us. 
3.1  Yahweh recognises when a sparrow dies (thus quite able to retain its synapse construction at death 
– just as He is able with humans who we are told are “Worth far more than a sparrow”). 
3.2  Yahweh wipes away our tears, no more sorrow, for the old things have passed away. 

4. From (3) some humans who had a deep affection for a pet (perhaps greater than towards humans during 
the 1st part of their life – which is not sinful in its own right) then they would petition on behalf of their 
most loved animal (who had intrinsically not sinned and thus does not require a ransom sacrifice), then 
just as Jesus spoke on our behalf to Yahweh for our resurrection – then quite simply Yahweh would 
respond and resurrect that particular animal for that particular human making the request. 

5. How does this logically tie in with (3.2)? 
Yahweh would have “wiped away our tears” of our deep felt grief over the loss of our beloved animal, 
for “the pain will be no more” of the 1st part of our life, because our beloved animal would be beside us, 
and “the old things have passed away” thus “Death” as we are told would be annihilated (means “The 
Lake of fire” – as we are told “Death is thrown in The Lake of Fire”) hence the resurrection of our 
beloved animal. 

Thus through this logical reasoning some very specific animals would be resurrected again to certain humans. 
The decision quite how this shall be implemented is entirely up to Yahweh – but I am explaining The Scriptures 
logically for the Reader’s Expectation of a most wonderful future and so please - aim to be part of it! 
 
 
 
I feel this additional piece should be added within these writings: 

How does a True Christian have The Confidence to keep going? 
It is based upon the true definition of “faith” rather than the worldly understanding of “faith” (see Glossary). 
“Faith” means acquiring accurate Knowledge, and when applied accurately this becomes Wisdom.  
It is ‘the accurate application of accurate knowledge’ that gives us the Assurance to persevere with wisdom in 
the Fidelity to the original source of the material that gave us ‘the accurate knowledge’ in the first instance. 

Can the reader see the virtuous circular nature of this reasoning? 
And the next obvious question: 

How do we know that it is accurate (and thus dependable) knowledge? 
Because we Test/Assay/Prove ‘knowledge’ before we apply it - else it would be exceedingly foolish! 

Thus we look for The Evidence within The Source to ensure that it can be trusted. We look for fulfilment of 
prophecies, a righteous Plan, logical structure and no errors based upon what we can scientifically prove. 
When all this is done then the True Christian knows that they have accurate (thus dependable) knowledge. 
From reading The Bible then the True Christian knows that when becoming “The Wisdom” of Yahweh they 
shall be attacked and vilified for merely imitating Jesus (as we are told in John.16v1-4 and other chapters), only 
because they demonstrate the hypocrisy of The Religious Leaders and most certainly not for contravening any 
secular laws – because True Christians fully abide by The Laws of the country (provided they do not contravene 
Yahweh’s Laws). The Bible tells us that we must be utterly secularly law abiding, must not ‘demonstrate’ and 
must be utterly neutral in all worldly matters that can drag us away from imitating Jesus – thus True Christians 
become the perfect model citizens because as The Bible tells us: 

1. “That it goes well with us” (because secular leaders have no reason to be concerned),      and that  
2. “Our persecution is only for accurately preaching The Word of God by our words and actions”. 

So what keeps a True Christian being “The Wisdom” of Yahweh by imitating Jesus? 
Basically as The Bible tells us. 
The True Christian knows that they will be persecuted only for imitating Jesus, but they know that this part of 
the refining process is to make them stronger and thus bind them closer to Yahweh, to turn them further away 
from the lures of the present worldly system that promotes self indulgence. The Bible tells us that we are to 
“become blind to the things of The World”.  In this way the True Christian’s synapse construction becomes 
tuned to become Christ-like (“who was not of this world”) and thus edify his/her neighbour so that they too may 
become Christ-like – in this manner as stewards, True Christians shall “become mature” to hold positions of 
power in The Millennium, “being stewards with greater responsibility over 5 or 10 cities” (as a cited Biblical 
example).  
As The Bible tells us:  Because Yahweh knows that True Christians only ask for assistance to imitate Jesus then 
“Yahweh knows what is asked for (before it is asked) and is only too pleased to grant our requested prayer”.  
The Bible also tells us that Yahweh through Jesus will always “provide a means to give us an exit route to 
escape anything that may overburden us”. Thus from all this we know that whatever persecution is thrown at us 
then Yahweh shall not allow a True Christian who sincerely desires to imitate Jesus buckle under to perhaps 
defame Yahweh or Jesus (in words or action), and thus will provide this escape route to allow the True Christian 
to further Yahweh’s Desire of us at a future date. 
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Thus knowing this, then the True Christian has no fear of what this world can throw at them because they have 
fully committed their whole existence upon Yahweh, knowing The 2nd Death has no hold over them. 

So where can those of the world go – when they exact unrighteous judgement upon a True Christian? 
Through this pain and suffering from The World, then the True Christian draws even closer to Yahweh – 
because Yahweh becomes the True Christian’s refuge as The Psalms of David clearly tells us. 
 
 
So what can we conclude from what has been discussed within this essay? 
 

1. All worldly religions have no substance and are there just to perpetuate The Leaders’ self-indulgence of 
whatever it may be - for those who accept or climb into this position through worldly manoeuvrings. 

2. Those acolytes who support (1) only do so because they feel ‘pressured’ to do as such (for many 
reasons, family, worldly sustenance – of whatever – mental gratification or physical need, peer 
pressure, group protection/identity, etc, etc).  Sadly they do not question what they are told – but merely 
accept it as being ‘truth’ even though what they are taught conflicts with logic/facts within and without 
their particular worldly religion. 

3. The fragmentation from (1) and (2) above suits Satan’s aim to cause people to keep their eye off ‘the 
real ball’ being that of all humans ultimately fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of them. 

4. Satan’s greatest personal threat is the threshold of 144000 being reached that will trigger Yahweh (= 
The Author of unchanging statutes) to constrain Satan’s present freedom by Yahweh bringing in Jesus’ 
Millennial rule.  Thus Satan will do whatever is in his power to stop humans from fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire of them during the 1st part of their life. Hence (1) and (2) to cause (3) and as Jesus said in 
John.16v1-4 persecution from those of (1) will occur upon those True Christians (apostles = 144000) 
who are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of them during the 2000 year Gospel Age, demonstrating the 
hypocrisy of those in (1).  All as Jesus so clearly told us in The Bible on many occasions! 

5. Yahweh Desires all humans to imitate Jesus’ Golden Standard. This is absolutely required for any 
human to ultimately survive into The Culmination (beyond The Millennium). However only 144000 
humans of The Gospel Age (knowing of ‘The Golden Standard’ – that “the prophets of Old searched for 
but could not find” – because they lived before Jesus’ ministry) will fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and thus 
upon resurrection shall be resurrected like Jesus within a heavenly/celestial/spiritual body “over which 
The 2nd Death (of annihilation) has no power”. 

6. The resurrection and transformation of those alive – the sum of, being the 144000 True Christians shall 
occur at Jesus’ 1st 2nd C (see Glossary) just 3.5 years before The Millennium starts (Dan.12v11, 
Rev.12v14) so that they might not experience The Wrath of God (and that they might be taught how to 
use their new powers being fully imbued with Yahweh’s holy spirit in The Millennium). All these 
things are as we are precisely told in The Bible – but never taught by those in (1) to those in (2) for the 
reason of (3) and (4). 

7. Those 144000 elected as “The New Spiritual Israel” during The Gospel Age shall be 
resurrected/transformed in (6) to become The Bride of Christ (thus you must ‘know’ Jesus first to 
become his bride thus logically this automatically excludes those without Christianity). Once being The 
Bride of Christ being “The Special Marriage” then they shall teach The Resurrected Nations 
righteousness and those humans who are successful shall then become the children of this “Special 
Marriage”. Those humans in fleshly bodies who wilfully reject this righteousness taught over The 
Millennium of 1000 years (= 1 day) of restoration/reconciliation (of the previous 6 day = 6000 years) 
shall become subject to The 2nd Death of annihilation because this shall be The Crisis (Greek for 
“Judgement”) Day of 1000 years – where the correct decision must be personally made. 

8. The Millennium of 1000 years is 1 Day (2Pet.3v8) being the 7th day (of the previous 6 days) of 
completeness/perfection  (Hebrew for “7” given in prophecy) under “The Lord of The Sabbath” being 
Christ Jesus ruling. A sentence of just running on quotes from The Bible explained.  

 
This IS the whole jigsaw puzzle of The Bible completed to show the whole picture of The Almighty God’s Plan 
for your benefit. 

The choice is now YOURS! 
Because Jesus has not yet come to collect his bride - then there is still a ‘place-name’ possibly reserved for YOU 
in “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life”. 
The question is: 

Do you wish to “grasp out” for that most exclusive position – just as Paul instructs us to do – just as he 
did and was successful as he told us in 2Tim.4v7-8. 

Please read this website www.FutureLife.Org to discover how! 
 


